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INTRODUCTION.

Chap. I. Introduction.
The early worl<ers in Organic Chemistr.y were satisfied
with reporting tiia,t a. certain compound was received among
the reaction products. ITo attempt was iriade to control ur
anal;.ze the other so called "deep ses-ted" reactions talcing
place, or to ohtain more than a, Ciua.si qualitative :/ielrl of
the main product sought.
In strong contrast to this, the modern movement, inthis
field, is toward quantitative investigation. This includes
exact control of experimental conditions, a. study of the
mass relations, energy changes, and kinetics of all the pos-
sible rea.ctions wl'dch could take place in a given j. reparatioia
With the aid of this knowledge it is often possible to sup-
press r<:ia.n:' undesired side reactions, ijredlct the products
which will he received, and obtain a, qua.nti tative yield of
the saFie .
Another result of tl^is method of attach is the discovery
that the ordinary'- criteria (melting and hoiling points) of
puriti'- are ina,deGuate . Hudson
,
for exam^^le, hris found sugars
having the saiiie ordinary phvsical properties, hut a study of
optical activity has shovm them to he distinct individuals.
In our own lah oratory, conductance measurements h-vc^ detected
iiTipiuri ties in acids, '."/hich the older methods and criteria of
purity had fa.iled to revea.l.
In accord, witli this modern movem.ent a qua/nti tative s'-v^ -
'.f the Kofmann rearrangement has heen ma.de hy the author. The
ordinary Carius homih furnace was abandoned and an electric

3furnace constructed and calibrated. This has given a (quan-
titative study cf the effect of temperature and time. Tie
heating of a.ccuratelj'- weighed charges in hombs of varying
volume h£is given, a.n accurate measure of th- pressure effect.
As the results of the rearrangement z-iive
a mixture of tl'.e different classes of amines, a method for
the quantitative separation and determination of priniary,
secondary, tertiary, and quaternary amines, has been devel-
oped, its accuracy determined, and applied in the analysis
of bom.b products.
Follo^^^ing this the indiviaual amines in each class
should be identified. The products thus obtained give some
knowledge as to the mechanism of the rearrangement.
Some of our modern text books state tha.t methyl aniline
•
itself undergoes rearrangement when hea.ted to 335 . Accord-
ingly a o.uantitative study cf the effect of heat on this
comipound has also been made.
The results are recorded in this thesis.


•
C ; -.ij. t e r " . Hi s t or ic al
.
i. The Hol"ini:inn Res.rrangeiuexit
.
Tne f orx:i£iti Oil or etnyl amine by tne action of etnyl alco-
hol On tuidiioniam cliloriae, was disco verea vy Bertnot^ij a
Frencn investigator. His worjf. leaa BaT<ly['>d) cliemical director
01 'xn ariilme color factory in Paris, to attempt tne prej.ar-
ation of alj£yl anilines oy an analogous metnoa --tne action of
metJri3rl alcohol on aniline nj^arocnloride . A ver.y satisfactory
yieia oi methyl aniline was tlxe result.
A fe'v years later Hofii^innt 5 j haa occasion to investigate
this reaction and his work confirmed the results obtained by
iia^dy". Jiut his experiments lead to furtner observations of
gr^ip-t tneoretica.1 anci maustrial importance. In his preTja,r-
ation Hofinann treatea ten kilos, oi aniline nydrochioriae '.'/itn
Six Kiios. 01 metnyl alcoriol, in a large autoclaven for from
eight to ten hours at a temperature of 28C--300 C. The reactio**
product v/as cooled, treated with sodium hydroxide solution a;na
the reaultixi^' oil tlistilled over xn a current oi steam. Tnis
oil contained no more aniline, the major portion, m fact,
boiling at 200^ was prooa.bly a mixture or metnyl ana aimethyl
anilines, bmali portions or an oil oi higher boiling point,
however, were onservea. Hofmann very intErestingij- comments
that tnis haa not escaped tht- Fi-tmcii observers, Dut because
tney pursuea tne tnings of essentially industrial, rather than
thecretical inrportance, tney gs.ve tnis uy-proauct no lurtner
attexxtion. It appealed to HofDiann that, pernaps after tne n^raro-
gen atoxus oi tnt- a::ajie group intv. uckh sufestitutea x or , tne
phenyl group was nej^t cittaojieu, givixig rise lo Yaglier "l;oiling
p roducts
.
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In order .to clarify Ms views, the entire product of the
first operation was changed into the hj'-drochloride and this time
heated with an excess of methyl alcohol for twelve hours in an
autoclaven at 300° C . The oil received upon treatment with sodiu:;'i
hydroxide and steam distillation, was essentially different fron:
the first product, being richer in the higher boiling oils. They
came over in the range from 2X0 to 300 and at no time could a
constant boiling point be observed.
A separation was attempted by frac tiona,tion, and the subse-
quent formation of salts with different acids. This proved un-
succe ssful, even with chloroplatinic acid, HJ*tCl^ which formed
an oily double salt, capable of only slow and incoDiplete cry-
stallization. The investigation took another turn, however, when
the different fractions were treated with methyl iodide. This
reacted in all cases with evolution of heat and the formation
of beautiful crystalline iodides. These iodides were purified
by recrystallization from alcohol and v/ater , and changed to chlor
ides by the action of silver chloride. The resulting chlorides
were used for the formation of pla,tinurn salts. The iodides as
well as the platinum salts were analized and the results of the
analysis used as evidence of the tertiary amine from which, they
were formed. On this basis Hofmann believed the following com-
pounds to be present :-
Dimethyl Aniline. By repeated distillation of the combined
oils which began to boil at 210° the boiling point sank to 196°
8.nd the portion I96--300'' was found to be almost pure dimethyl
aniline .
Dimethyl Toluidine was received from the fraction boiling at

209--2lf C
o o
Dimethja Xylidine from the fraction boiling at 2I8--222.
Dimethyl Cumidine from fractions 225— 250 and 240—245.
Dimethyl Cymidine from fractions 255--260° and 270--275°.
Hofmann suggests that methyl chloride and vv^ater are formed
as the first products and that the Eiethyl chloride then acts as
the agent of substitution. From his experimental data he con-
cludes that the reaction goes through the following stages
aniline ^-methyl aniline ^dimethj^l a.niline >the tolui-
dines ^the xylidines- —>*he cunidines )the cyDiidines . It
would he expected that the penta substituted compound (c^^ (CH^T- (Cr^^
would be found as the final product, but it v/as sought for in
the distillation products in vain, proba,bly due to the fact that
the iodides obtained from the highest boiling fractions showed
only sma.ll tendency to crystallize.
As a result of this work it occured to Kofrne.nn that if methyl
chloride v/as the agent of substitution, and it reacted to replace
the aminic hydrogen atbms of the amine, it should have then added
to this dimeth^^l derivative to forra the corresponding quaternary
amm.onium compound C^HjlI . Acccrdingly he undertook the study
of such a comipound under the temperature a,nd pressure conditions
of his previous experiment. This should give him evidence of the
existence of a quaternary/ compound if formed under these con-
ditions, and also a study of the changes which it would undergo
if used as the starting miaterial . In the latter instance he ex-
pected to find that it would go through the stages ; -quaternary )
tertiary ^secondarjr ^primary, the methyl groups shifting
to the ring, thus passing from a lower to a higher carbon series.

9His study was conducted on trimethyl-phenyl ammoniLim iodidt,
doubtless because cf its ea.se of forntation froir: diriethyl aniline
and Kethyl iodide, with subsequent recrystallization from alcohol
It was found that this quaternary compound could be hold at
200° C for 8. long time without visible change. Kaising the temper-
ature to 220--230°for a day however, gave on cooling, a slightly
colored transparent mass v/ith no trace of crj'-stalline structure.
The product was decomposed with alkali and on steam distillation
gave an oil boiling at from 200° to 280 . He adopted the sam.e
method of analysis here as used previously namely fractional
distill£,ti on and the f orrii£'.,tion of pla.tinum sa.lts and o^uaternary
iodides. Fractionation gave an oil, constant boiling at 186° whose
analysis showed it to be dimethyl toluidine . The fraction 187''
to I95°also proved to be mostly dimethj'-l toluidine. The portion
195"
--220° was divided into four fractions (l) 200--203°(S) 203--
206° ( 3)^08--2I2° (4)2I2--220° but the analysis of all of these
compounds lead to the formula (C^H^C H3)H(C H^)_^a.nd Hofma.nn con-
cludes that this I95--S20° fraction is a mixture of the three
isomeric dimethyl toluidines. Hofma.nn had previously prepa,red
two of these a,nd found one to boil at 207--208. However there
was a small amount of this fraction which v/as unacted upon by
the methyl iodide and on anal^/sis was found to be dimethyl
x:/lidine of boiling point 196°. This product was again treated
with methyl iodide at 150° forming some quaternary iodide, but the
hydroidide cf dimethyl xylidine was also formed showing mono
methyl xylidine to have been present origina,lly.
The effect of haating trimethyl phenyl amiiionium iodide at
335' (the melting point of lead) was also investigated by Kofmann

a.nd llartius. On cooling, a hard brown crystalline ir^Lss was
forned, anti considera.'ble portions of in combustible gases were
noted when the tubes were melted open. The product was removed
with water and this acid solution distilled with steam, a parti -
liquid, partly solid product being obtained. The s.cid solution
was then rendered alka,line and a basic oil obtained by steam
distillation. On rectification this oil boiled at from 208 to
300, t}ie greater portion being received at 2I7--230. A further
fractionation was niade of this major ])orticn into the fractions:
(l}2I7--223'' (2) 223--225° (3) 225°-- 227° and later (4) 225--228°.
Each fraction however formed beautiful salts with hydrochloric
s.nd nitric acids, reacted readily with benzoyl chloride and gave
the isonitrile reaction of primary amines. The analysis of the
platinum sa.lts lead to the Scime formula C,;, H3^(CH3 ) — Nll^for all.
This seemed to indicate a mixture of the isomeric cumidine^-i,
but when the various salts were regenerated the;-'- all gave a
base of the ss,me boiling point-225--227'^ Hofraann concludes t}i3.t
the irregular boiling point first observed was due to small
amounts of strange bases. The dimeth:'l derivative -as prexa,red,
but he '.vas unable to go further to the quaternary iodide.
Some of this ra- cumddine xjroduct was submitted to James
risenrerg(4) who obtained a constant boiling fraction at 225--
o
227 and from the anal\^sis of t>i.e double platinum salt concluded
that the compound was mesidine
.
From the fraction boiling above 230'' Hofrri^nn obta,ined
(CH3 Nll^ as verified by the pla^tinum salt analysis.
Three years la,ter Kofmann(5) states that this com.pound of
boiling point 226--r'27 which he obtained from his rearrange-
m^ent is the same as th.at obtained by the nitratien. and subse-

cquent reduction to amine, of mesitylene. The character j stic
odor left no doutt of this in his iDind. He a.lso notes triat i
3. mixture of mesidine, pure aniline and mercuric chloride is
heated a carmine red color follows. The same color is obtained
with the tetra and pents. methylated amines.
Together with his stud.y of the quaterna,ry iodide, Hofms.nnCe)
also reports the effect of heat on the hydrochloride and hydro-
iodide of methyl aniline. Long heating of the chloride at 220--
o o o
230 was without result, "buy after heating for a day at 230--250
he obtainedHj:-<[[ )^^;^ and with the aid of alkali the correspond-
ing free amine of melting point 45'. V/ith the hj'-droidide he ob-
tained a licuid toiuiame vvnici" was noz rurtner charsx terized
.
The discQver-y', b.y Ponceau, of a. beautiful azo dye formed
by the action of napthol disulphonic acid on cumidine lead
Kofmann(7) to attempt the preparation of this cumidine tv^ his
rearrangement. The hydrochloride of xylidine was treated with
meth^Al alcohol at a, high tempierature in a reflux apparatus.
Fromi the mixture of bases resulting he obtained with the aid
of nitric acid a. crystalline nitiiate which liberates a cumidine
on treatment with alkali. This am.ine had a melting point of 63^
a.nd was similar to a. base of meltjng point 62 previously pre-
pared hy Von L Scha.fer(8). The a.nalysis of the two amines as
hydrochlorides and platinum salts gives closely checking re-
sults. He prepared the m-ethyl derivatives of his own amdne
and was able to separate the different derivatives with the
aid of hydrochloric acid. The prims^ry bases came dov'/n as solid
hydrochlorides leaving tl-ie secondary and tertiary in soliition.
On alkaliation of the motSier lio^uors the secondary and tertiary
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were set free, and on cooling the secondary separates as an
easily nieltinp: crysta,lline compound. It is of interest to note
that tiie dimetJiyl of melting point 222 melts 15 lower than the
mono methyl 237.
Two years later Hofmann(9) reports a study of a higher
boiling oils obtained in the action of methyl alcohol on xvlid-
o o
ine hydrochloride. It was noticed tnat tne fraction 250--270
formed two verv different salts with nitric acid, a crystalline
and a semi solid, which could be separated with the aid of a
suction pump. Purification of the crystals and treatment with
sodium hydroxide gave a base the greater portion of which boil-
ed at 252--2t)3. his usua,l metnoa of anal,ysis siiowed this com-
pound to be the tetra substituted aniline ^C^H(CPl3 )— NHa_. Sev-
eral derivatives were prepared and characterized.
This work was followed by experiments ( 10 ) on the action of
hea-t for eight hours at 220--S30'' on trimethyl cumidine ammonium^
iodide C6,H3_(CH^)—*N (CH3)3. Prom his reaction product Hof-
^
""I
mann obtained the penta methyl compound C- (CI^, )*-H-E3and a hydro-
carDcn C^^CH^)^ . However he was unable to obtain the penta
compound in an analogous manner from the tetra.
bolting ana ±5auman(II) were at this time also studjring the
Hofm^nn Rearrangement. The hydro cnicriae oi cu::aaine ^ms neat-
ed witii methyl alcohol first for ten hours at 200 and then from
o
ten to twelve nours at '600. A iicuid primary Dase , which frac-
o
tionation showed to boil a,t 250 was obtained. The analysis oi
trie j:iya.rocii.xorxafc; ciuu pxaxmuii: salt gave it the formula
C(,H(cn3)^llHo.. Mesidine hydrochloride gave au identical "base
under tiie same conditions. He also identified it as the same

TT
which Kofniann receivea in nis nigiier coiling fraction ©fi the
prepa,ration or tne crystalline cumidine, as shown hy changing
both compounds into the phenol derivative. From its preparation
from pseudocumidine and mesidine he names this tetra compound
isoduridine and assigns tne formula:
-
lyn. ^^^^
Jt'seuao-cumidine llesidine Isoduridine
In addition to this \York, Jlfilting and Porel(l2) investigated
the action of methyl alcohol on the hydrochlorides of isomeric
xylidmes at 500--320, with the follov/ing results :-
a- ortho xylidine hydrochloride C^^H 3lj^H^; (CH^ ;^ .HGl rurnisii-
ed the crystalline cumidine C^^H^ilNiH-,) (CH, )^ . HCl together witn
small portions 01 liquid isomers.
I 0.-3
Vic -ortho xylidine hydrochloride C^H^(yH^ ) (CH^ )^ .HCl gave
a liouia amiao xrimethyl benzol which boiled at 240" but was not
further investigated.
a-meta xylidine hyarocnloride C^ii^iJNii^ j (Cli^ }^ . HCl goes as
Hofma.nn reported, into the crj'-stalline mesidine hydrochloride
jAic-meta xylidine h^/drochlori de C^H^ (iTlI^ ) (CH^ )^ . HCl cha.nges
into tr.E sai;:e mesidine salt.
^-meta, xylidine hydrochloride CJ;[3(iJH^) (CH^)^ .HCl goes into
the isocurnidine salt of melting point 67--68!
\ a- 5
Parax'.aidine h-'.'-arcchloride CfeK^(KH^) ( CK^ )^ . HCl gives the
cr^^stalljne cumidine salt C^ H^U'^ii
•o.j iCii3j^.HCl.
In trie year 1808 Leonard Limpach(l5) became interested in
the Hofmiann Rearrangement from the standpoint of the law which
?/as followed by the m.ethyl groups in entering the ring. Mole§yly.r

proportions of aniline hydrochloride and methyl alcohol were
heated at 250--.'500 under pressure. From the resulting hasic oil
he removed the primary amines, as diazo compounds, "by ether ex-
traction from the secondary nitroso compounds. The diazo com-
pound was reduced with zinc and h^rdrochloric acid, and the result-
ing mixture of primary amines wa,s separated "by the fractional
crystallization of their formal derivatives.
Tne priii;ary amnea provea to oe largly para toluidine, to-
gether with small portions of 1-3-4- meta xylidine and mesidine
.
A'ot even a trace of ortho or meta toluidine coulc he noticed.
FroFi this he concludes that the substitution in the ring follo'?/s
the order indicated:
-
The hj'-drochlorides of ortho and para toiuiaine were louua to
give preciseijr tne same result- -both yielding only 1-3-4 meta
xylidine and mesidiii. iiimpaoh, however coula not repeat the re-
suits of Nolting and Eauman in being able to change mesidme
jivu.ruojij.ur i ut: tu lilc Lt: ura me tir/lated amido benzol. The reaction
was carried on at 300" until tne qua^ternary compounci had started
to decompose, but he was only able -to obtain his "ausgangs"
iriaterial--mesidine .
Hofmann(I4) has also studied, although less extensively the
action of heat on the hydrochlorides of the nigner aiK-yi axiiiin-
es. Tne neating of ethyl aniline hydrochloride for twelve to
eighteen hours at 300- - 321)° gave a mij^uure ui tne iiyarociiioriaes
01 tv/o primiirv' bases ,'.vhich furt/ier investigation Si:o\ved to be
(C ^^KgCa,K5 jljha^.MUj. aiiafj^iij iC^M^-jl^WH^.HCl . Tne mono substituted
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conrpound had been previously prepared "by Beilstein{ lb j tnroUiq;n.
zne nitra"Gioii oi txie nydrocarDon.
Amyl aniline h'^-drochlorl de wa.s hea^ted for twelve hours at
300--340 ana tne results oi tne analysis shov/ed that rearrange-
ment to iC^KsC^-}:„)l\K^,F.Cl had taken place.
Tiie nyarccnioriae oi dipnehyl amine however v/as unchang.ed
\)y he&.t at 360° for a day.
Following this he heated tetra methj'^i ammonium iodide for
a day, at the temperature of i^ielted lead, in the hope tha-t it
would go through the ci-.anp:es 5- iClI, )^ ^^C J^ ^ (CH^ >
(Ca,K5)^K^lTI ^C^E, CH^^H^NI >C^Hc,H}l3l "but thelCH^)^!^ was un-
changed.
Limpach and Eodkinson(l6) have used this reaction for the
preparation of ethyl dimethyl amido "t.enzene, "by the action of
o O
ethyl alcohol on para, xj^lidine hydrochloride at 250--300.A mix-
ture of primary, secondary, and tertia^ry amines formed the main
product. But the fraction boiling at 245--248'' was identified as
the product desired.
In none of Hofmann's work have I been able to find any
founda.ticn for the statement, so prevalent in text books, that
pure methj'^l anilin will rearrange to para toluidine under the
influence of i:ieat
.

2. The Separation amd Deterrdnation of Amines.
A method of separatixiG the amines was first devised Ly
Heinta (i7). Ke found that if a mixture of amines in acid
solution was treated with nitrous acid the following took
place.
H
/fi AH
C2H5-II
fX^.^ ^0-h:0
0-H:0
H
/;
^oVhjO)
^^2^5 ^2—^^-^-^
( ni t r s c ompound
)
''j~h:0
The nitrite forLied in the last reaction exists only in very
siriall quantities in strongly acid solution, and in the actual
separcition the free tertiary hase will iDe received. If the
tertiarv "base is arociatic as
riitrous acid, in the following iiian/ier:-
,it vv'ill react with

+ KOH
Heintz only reported the final products of these reactions,
"but that the,7 go through the stages indicated has "been clear
shown hy T,'alle.ch(l8) v/ho has isolated all the intermediate
compounds excertinsr R-lIi:lT. V/hen determining amines I - thisV
r.iethod, if nitr0f~en gas is r>-iven off v-'e know that a priii.a.r7/
amine is present, A light yellow oil, th-8 nitroso corr-curid,
shows the presence of a secondary amine. If the base was not
visibly/ acted upon we conclude thrat it is tertia,r\'-. In case
all three amines Z:xe present, the primary is destroyed a.nd
it is possible to ser^aratR t}-:e other two. This is accomp-
lished "by extra-Cting therr, with ether, evaporating the ether
and adding hydrochloric acid. This forms the hydrochloride
of the tertiar^'- ha.se , and allows the nitroso corpcund to he
removed from it by ether extra.ction. Treatnient of the tert-
iary hydrochloride with sodium hydroxide will liberate the
free base, which, may in turn be removed from, th--^ medium b^*-
ether extraction. This method then reaJly only allo'-vs th.e -
secoiidarj'- and tertia,ry amines to be characterized after the
sejjaration
.
The determination of x.>rirria,ry a_mines by the evolution of
nitrogen gas was first studied CLuantitativel;,^ by Sachs a,nd
Korm£!..n(l9) and l8i,ter by Koenig(20) . Eu t an a.pparatus which
meets the demands of simplicity, rapidity, and accuracy for
general use v/as first developed by Van Slyke(Sl). He makes

use cf the fact that nitrous acid ir; solution spontaneouslj
decomposes with formation of nitric oxide.
This reaction is utilized in displacing all the air in the
apparatus with nitric oxide. Theardnc solution is then Citro-
duced, evolution of nitrogen mixed with nitric oxide result-
ing. The oxide is ohsorhed hy alkaline permanganate solution
and the pure nitrogen measured in a special gas hurette. The
complete determination of nitrogen in amino acids can he fin-
ished in a. few mdnutes a.nd the error kept within 0.05 mg , of
nitrogen
.
Four ,yea.rs after the work of Heintz, Eofiiiann ( 22 ) used the
diethyl ester of cxa.lic acid a,s a, sepa.rating agent. With pri-
mary mea.ns it gives :-
OH
fl If 1
2 C^K5iIh+
I
+ 2 C^E^OH.
If 11 fOH
The secondary lase reacts thus:-
fl 11
C-0-C3,Ks- C-lJ-lC^H^)
(C^Kj^im-i-
I >1 -hC^HsOE.
C-O-C^H^ C-O-C^H^
II If
There is no reaction with the tertiary tase
.
The separation is gained by distilling off the free ter-
tiary amine, drawing off the primary product ly/ suction, thus
leaving the secondg.ry behind. This method is only applicable
where the tertiary base is volatile. It is also to be noted

that tlie reaction raust atsolutfe^^-y water free, and no pro-
vision is made for an excess of oxalic ester.
Hofm^;.nri has also mde use of carton bisulphide as a
separs^ting agent. V/ith the priira-ry acdnes the reaction goes:-
2 R-lTK-j_ -V- CS^ ^R-ITH-C = S = S«}I-K^Ur.
with secondary amines :-
2R^m + CS-, ^RJi-C = S-K-imR^
The tertiar'"- bases are not acted upon and can he distilled off.
The residue is then treated with mercuric or ferric chloride
and a portion of the prirriary base is set free as the senfol
.
Two years later E. Fisher (24) found that potassium ferro
cyanide could be used in tlie separation of amines in the aro-
matic series. A mixture of the three classes of amines is dis-
solved in a strong acid solution, such that a knov/n excess of
the acid is present. On the addition of rotassiumi ferro c:an-
ide, the salt formied with the prima,r^- l^ase graduallj^ settles
out while the secondar:' remaines in the solution. As an ex-
ample of the t5T>e cf salt formed, that with dim.ethyl aniline
may be cited:- (G^Hgii (CH, )^ 1-I^Fe (Cil)^^ . On treatment with al-
kali tlie bases are set free. In the aliphatic series the ter-
tiary is the only base to build such a compound. If amjnonium;
bases in either series are present they will be preci} itated
from an acid solution of iodide, chloride or sulphate. This
then offf^rs a m^ethod for the isolation of easily soluble am-
monium bodies
.
Bucherer ( ^^5) has also devised a m.ethod of separation,
which he used on a mdxture of aniline, m.ethyl, and dimethyl
anilines. The mixture 'vas treated with foriiicildehyde b.isulphite

which reacts '.vit?i the aniline thus:-
^OSOa^Na
and with the methyl aniline to p:ive
CfcH^^J^ H n =>C^h,N
C
•
'
^
^ OSO^^lTa ^ C I-^ ^OSO
-Ji a
.
The dimetlij^l aniline does not react a.nd ina^'- he extracted with
ether. The aniline and methyl aniline ere then regenerated
by the action of sulphuric acid, and treated with henzalde-
hyde hisulT)hite. This rea,cts with the a,niline hut not wi"h the
secondary amine, and the latter can he removed hy ether ex-
traction .
ForLic-ldehyde itself has Veen used by Telex ine( 26) for the
separation of the first merrhers of the fatty series of a,mines.
Thus:-
fl
,
,
CK3 lTH^-»- HC -H > ( C F,^r: jTC h 3 P . r . =: 1 6 6
}^ o
(Cl-h )_I-ffi^CrO =»IiOCH£~il(CH-) I-..?. r80 and also
The trimethyl compound remains behind uncria.nf^ed .f^nr" the de-
rivatives of the prims.ry and secondary can be separated by
fractional distillation and regenerated hv alcol'iolic hydro-
chloric acid.
Other Kietl ods have been devised which, only yield a partial
separation of a mixture, or in case only one class of amines
is present, tell which class it is,
A. Llichael ( .?.7 ) was among the first to devise a partial

seT;aration. The arine niixture '.vas dissolved in an aqueous sol-
solution of citronic acid and ar: eciua.l quantitv of tr cid
added. Heating under a reflux rrecipitated tiie primary amine
as the alkyl amide of citronic acid, while the secondary and
tertiary were unchanged and could te distilled off.
Similarly-, metaphosphoric acid was found hj'" Schlomann i, "^S
)
to "be a specific ardent for primar - amines s.nd diamines, gix'-
ing RITH^. hiPO^ ,but no precipitate v/ith secondary or tertiar^r
bases
.
Sclioltz and his co-'.vorkers (29) iiave found that primarj'-
and secondary bases could be detected with the aid of crtho
xylj^len-bromide , -^rhich reacts in both series as follows :-
(a) Y/itli no ortho substituent in amine :-
(b) With crtho substituent :
-
(c) V/itb secondar;"- amines in a.iiphatic serie.-;::-
l-CH^-hr
(d) In tlie E^romatic series:-

RAnother halogen compound, 1-5 dilDrompentane , was found by
J. V. Eraun(30) to aid in the detection of the different aai-
ines, with certain limitations. If nitrogen is on an open
chain, in a hetrocyclic carbon ring, or there is no ortho sub
stituent in the benzene ring, the reaction with a priniary
base proceeds:-
Ah
Br—(CH^)—Br-v-3 H^T-B ^ C^H,— IT-R -v-f^ R-iI^
^Br
If however the benzene ring has an ortho substituent Schlotz
and Wassernia.n('§^) have found that R—lT}l(CKa_)5lTHP is formed.
Secondar^r amines of the aliphatic series give:-
Br
—
(CH^)—i-r H-S InIKR^ ^C^R,^ R^FII^r and aromatic am-
ines form in a.ddition sm^.ll x-ortions of R^IT- (CR3_)_5. IIR^
Tertiary bases in either series give:-
Br— (CH^) —Er +2ITR3 ^Er (R3)1T- (CH J^-KiRa )Er
The determina,tion of the numiber of a,lk:"l groups with which
the amine can combine, may be used to determine which single
amine is present. Ror exa.mple if a, comipound CjH,^!'! is proT.'^'"l
amine C^H-,!TH^, it should yield when heated with an excess of
m^ethyl iodide a comijound ''T-I qx- C VT If C is
^l.F, the sare treatmient would yield ^NI cr C^K^HI
Lastl- if C^H^]! is (CH^)^IT, there should be obtained (CH^)^!!!
cr C^H.^'I . A titration of th- iodine ion of the Quaternei-r

araricniuF. iodide formed is sufficient to deterir.ine vrhether
G^yig^v is prii:iar,7, secondary, or tertiary.
The quantitative text "books offer as a method of estiL«it-
ing sjrriiries , the fcrr:a.ti 'n cf a j.latinuLi salt and its deterir.in-
aticn. The reaction 2 h-aj-hg+HoPt Cl^, —^Ri'^^h^}^ Pt Cl^ ill-
ustrates the cha,racter of the coE.pound formed. V.'e have in this,
however, only the estimation of an aiviine known tc^he present.
.Hinshergi 32) ^lowever has devised a method combining both
a separation and determination to tie test advantage. His
method also offers a sepa.ration of the first three classes
from quaternary. A mixture of the four ha-ses is treated v/ith
alkali. If the primary, secondary , and tertiary are volatile,
they ra,y "be removed hy steam distilleition, cut if nonvolatile
they are separated from the quaternary by ether extraction.
The mixture of tl:-^ first tliree, "oases is then treated with
benzene sulphonyl chJ.oride in alkaline solution. ^I..c: ioilo.;:.^^^
reactions talce place :-
(l) Poj: _primar-'- amines:-
This potassium salt is soluble in wa-ter.
(?) for s e c ndar: ' aiuine s : -
Vl + Hfc'--' o 5 S 6 o
This product is insoluble in water or alkali. The tertiarj-
amine does not react and ri3^y be removed by steam distillation

cr e tiler extraction. Tne etiier extraction will also remove
the secondary sulphonic amide. The ether is evaporated £,nd
the residue treated with strong hydrochloric acid. This forms
the h^rdrochloride of the tertiar3'' base, which is insoluhle
in ether. Accordingly, an ether extraction will now remove
the secondary derivative in the pure state. The a.ddition of
alkali to the tertiarj?- hydrochloride frees the base, which
may now be extracted with ether.
One of the great advantages of thffis process is that a.n
excess of benzene sulphonyl chloride is changed in alkaline
solution to the sodium salt of sulphonic acid, which is insel
uble in ether. Upon acidifj^ing the original solution, to free
the primary derivative, this sodium salt is cha,nged to the
free sulphonic acid which is not removed b^- the ether extrac-
tion .
Kinsberg exsimined this reaction qualitatively with the am
ine bases of the fattv series, a.lso v/itb aniline a,nd its homo
logues, ethjz-l aniline, phen3/lendiamine
,
napthylamine and
alkyl naphth.ylamines
.
Naphthalene sulphon-'^l chloride ( .'^.'^) h?.s been found to worl:
eo^ually as well as benzene sulphonyl chloride.
Fisher(34:) has used this process for the determinaticn of
single amdno acids, receiving in t'-vo cases 80/ yield and in a
third case 90^^rield.
In 1905 0. Kinsberg and J.Kessler ( 35) carried out some
quantitative separations s.nd determinations of primary and
secondary amines by this process. The:,- found that the primary

rcrmec. coxn C.H^KO^^-x^i ana iC^H^SO^ )^I^E during tJne re-
E
action, Tne latter Deing insoiuole in aiKali comes out at trie
sginie tine as trie secoriaary sulpnonic amiae . ^mt dv tre8.ting
tnis mij^ture witn socLium aiconolate under a reflux condenser
for fifteen minutes, the di- sulphonyl cornpound is changed
into the sodium salt of the monosulphonic amide C^HgSO^iT R
If this is now diluted with v/ater, the alcohol evaporated and
the residue cooled, the free secondary sulphonic amide may he
extracted. After the extraction, the residue is acidified,
and the free prircarv sulphonic aji:iide extracted from it.
They also found that when the hase h.ad more them six ca.r-
hon atoms, a further treatment was necessary in order to form
the sodium, salt of the primary sulphonic amide. The mdxture
of primar;^!^ and secondare ba.ses was treated, as previouslv,
with sodiumi ale chelate. This v/ould destro'- an^^ di- sulphonyl
compound formed. The mixture of primifiry and secondary sul-
phonyl compounds was dissolved in ether, metallic sodium added
in srris.ll pieces, and the whole warm.ed for six or eiyht hours
upon a water hath. The mixture was filtered a.nd the sodium.,
salt washed with ether to remove all traces oi tne secondary''.
Tne becoiiuarx- wao reti;£ixij.eu uy e vetx-^ur<auiuii ox biie e oner . iaa
sodium iaalt oi one; prj.iiia.rj>' x» trea-ted with acid eind the free
prirnar^' sulphonyl compouud. received, iimoxig txie uest results
received are tnese:-
II J Fseudocumiain y^.D^
Diamyle-min v^o.o/o

'?4
( 2 ) Heptyit<,iiiin 59 . )
Piperidin 9?'. 8;:'
( 3 ) I^u tylaiTiin 91 . 7;.
Li e tii^aami 1} 95. i;"
This method is superior to that of Van Slyck in thtit the
deterrdnation is gravimetric ar.d the prinmry amine is r.ot des-
troys. I^:^' primar',' and seconda.r:; an:ines .^-usived as cry-
stalline sulphonyl derivatives giviny a Ip.rge increase in the
veight of tl'e initi3.1 charge?. These derivatives iiuw^r then he
used to aid in the idcntificaticx: of - dividual c:u..ines
present. The exajiiples cited have shown this method to be of
very general applicat i jn . Accordingly it "'as decided to develop
it further and deteriaine its accurac'' for the sepa,ration and
deterrdnation of the alk:/l anilines e:>q;ected as the results
of the rearrangement.

THEORETIC/X
L

^^5
Chap .III--Theoretical
.
tl
Beginning with the classic discover;- hy Wohler that euR-
monium c^/anate cha/nges into urea under the influence of heat,
the researches of organic chenlsts have revealed xaany cases
of molecular rearrangements. Wislicenus (36) noted that trjese
'.vere of tv/o t '-pes, reversilDle and ncn-reversiVle . But until
very recent years no further attempt has "been made to define
and systematize this vast field of knowledge. An attempt at
this important tasl-: has heen made hy Derick (-37).
He noted in his study that certain rearrangements occur
v/hen atoms a,re added to or subtrs^cted from the original mole-
cule, .^hiile in ma.n''- other cases the rearran^jement consists
ve
only in the adjustment of atoms already present in the mcle-
A
cule. He termed the form.er class as rearrangements with re-
action while the latter were called true rearrangements or
rearrangements without reaction. The true rearrangements were
then divided into the intra molecular reversible and intra
molecular non-reversible t:-'pes.
Tautom.eric changes illustrate true rearrangements of the
reversible t^rpCjV/hile the change of delta-2 unsaturiited acids
to their delta-I isomers furnish e:':.ai.iples of the non-rever-
sible rearrangem.ents of this class. The 'vell known cha.nge of
pina,cone to pinacolin by thp eliir.ination of 'vater illustrates
the rearra,ngement with reaction.
Derick has then surmjiarized the entire field of rearrange-
ment in ta,bular form indica,ting that the element or r^cdical
is transfered from. C-^C, 0—
,
C->iI, K-^C
,
0-^0, 0-^h
,
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'il'-^O , and whether this change is froiTi the open chain
to the ring or vice vers-a. This r;ives thirty six possible
classes, and specific illustrations from these classes a,re
given from the known cases, in two accompanying tahles.
.Nernst jjoints out the fact that the great majorit..- of re-
a,rrangements take place without the aid of a catalyst if suf-
ficiently long time be allowed. In ordinary laboratory man-
ipul3.tion accordingly some catal^'st is generally used to spee
up the reaction. Derick has recorded therefore in his suirjrnary
tables the Cci,ta,lyst generally used.
It is obvious from this that reaction velocity is an im-
portant factor In rearrangements, and this may be rea.dily de-
termined by measuring the amount of substance changed in a
given time.
Several chemists hcive suggested that intra molecul.a.r non-
reversible rearrangements taJie place in th-^:^ direction to pro-
duce a, "more stable substance". lut tl-a.; '^u.v : Cl3 fined stabil-
ity in suc-i a vague way that no a,ccurate measure of it could
be made. Stability has an exact meaning only when the condi-
tions are specified. Por example it might be said tiiat a cer-
tain substance is unstable, because it v/ill change over into
an isomer under the proper conditions and yet this isomer
might be considered as unstable toward the elements of which
it is composed, and into which it can be cha.nged. Accordinf-l "
Derick has meant stability toward rearrangement whenever he
has used the term. Obviousl,-^ such stabilit'^ exists only in
the non-reversible t:,n;.e of molecular rearrangements.

Since the rea.cticn proceeds spontaneouslj,*- ^or maj so ta:.::.e
place if sufficient time is ,^iven) the initial substa.nce is
unstable Tvith respect to the final and there is a decrease in
free energ7 in the reaction. Since it is difficult, or at
present pra.c ticall^-' impossible, to measure this decrease in
free energy, sorne criterion of stability was sour-ht in such
rearrangeiTients . Por this purpose Perick first used the logar-
iti-ju of the ionization constant, and found from his study of
this value tha.t rearrangement always '.vent in the direction tc
decrease it as the followiny exanrples will show:-
i:;efore After
OO H -4
CO ca
r o
^^oOOH 1.14x10 8.1x10 1. 058 0.909
-3
10 3.5x10 4.000 2.518
IK at 40 )U at 40 ) KxJO KxIO
C6H5i}IK....^2 ^2^*vyh.:.2 I.6:ll0 3.1x10 1.^^04 .492
Fichter and Pfister u38) first called attention to the
fact that delta-2 unsaturated acids of the aliphatic series
Jive a greater ionization constant th^n an- of their isor.iers,
as is shov/n by the following examples:-

Ionization Constant
log KxIO'
A Hexano ic acid 1. 89x1 1.:^77
Aiie^ianoic acid 2.54x10 1.428
AHexanoic acid 1.74x10 i.24I
H -5
AKexanoic acid I.QIxIO 1.282
I _ — oAPentanoic acid 1. 48x1 — • 1. 1 72
/^Pentanoic acid 3.55:^110 ^ 1.526
Zif Pentanoic acid -2.09xI0~^ 1 .3'^2
Derick has generalized this idea, and found that a simila.r
criterion held for cyclic unsaturated acids, as illustrated
alDove.and states as a general rule that "whenever the unsat-
uration is delta- with respect to a given carboxyl group,
true rearrangements of the non-reversibls t;;':pe are possilole';
The use of the logarithn of the ionization constant gave
negative algebraic VJi.lues in all cases „si as a result lead
to some confusion. This f.tc 'c coupled with the fact, which is
oovious in thr: exa,mples cited, that th? ionization constant
itself could 'oe used, has lead iJerick anc: iorm:.aiuu 3^) to
state their criterion more simplj as follows : '^"h©n-reversiole
intra molecular rearrangements of carbon compounds take pl-ce
in the direction to decrease tne ionization constant" .Tnus if
it is possible at all for one of two compounds to rearrange
into the other, we can tell which wa-- the rearrangement will
go liy a simple comparison of ionization constants of the com-
pounds .
It is such work as this, the development of \ simple ru.

for the "bringing together of ir^ir..' isolated facts, th,:it is .^3
saving organic chemistr;;' fror. -i iiuze of detail . Its value
surely can not be douloted.
In his review of t.iis field Derick noted the work of
Chatta,'.va,/ and his students (40) who ha.ve shov/n frciji their ex-
perimental study of aroniatic (ii ) diacyl arrdnes that, if the
acyl radicals are formyl (HCO- ) acetyl (CK3CO- ) propionyl (CpHgCU
benzoyl (C5H5CO- ) or any of these ac:,''l radicals with halogen,
one ac.:l will rea,rrange into the ring, when the diacyl airdne
is treated with zinc chloride or hydrochloric acid gas. The
la,tter substances were considered as catalysists . Blanl:iTia,( 41
)
has studied the rate of change of (l^) chloracetanilide into
p-chloracetanilide and found the reaction to be nionc-molecular
thus proving the catalytic nature of zinc cljloride an .i/dro-
chloric acid gas for nOn-reversible intra-niolecular rearrange-
ments of this group.
Cha.tta- a;/" and Lewis state that they were able to make
only one ac.rl group shift from the nitrogen to the ring, but
fron their statements it is no': clear whether the:^ considered
it possible to rearrange a single acyl radical from the amin-
ic nitiogen aton of a monoacyl aromatic amine, as in the case
of acetanilide, or if dealing with the (W) dia.c;;^! anilides,
to rearrange both acyl radicals into the ring. To clarify
this ina.tter Derick and Eornma.nn have prepared the initial coli-
pounds and their rearranged products an- determined their ion-
ization constants .Theit results tabulated below showed that
each (H) diacylamine has a greater ionization constant th.'.r
its corresponding acylamino keytone an theref^ 'e rearrange-

lent into the acyl amino keytones is i.ossi'ble, cis Chattawa.;.'
had sjic "n experiraentall;/
.
It 'vas also shc\TO that each, (li) iaono-ac;'laiaine has a small-
er ionization constant thcan its corresponding amino ke^tone
and therefore rearrangement was impossible, as Chatta-va;.' found
foracetanilide ?n<l Derick .i.nd Bornrriff.nn for(K) chloracetanilide
This work then gave further evidence in favor of 3ei^ck's
rearrangement c r i t •"^r i on
.
T A L L Z.
( 1' ) Ivion ac"1 araine Isomeric acvlamine keCtone
Najne & formula Ionization K ITame & formula Ionization K
im.co.cHT
Acetanilide 51x10
[jH,
a
-13 CJ.CH3
Pramino
acetcphenone
29^
-IC
kn^, =4.5x10
iTH.CO.CpKR
Propionanilide k-j. =3x10 p-amino 30^
-j;.
propiophenone k--^, ir'.4xI0
02115
h'H.CO.CsKs
henzanilide kt =r>xio
-13 CO.C5K5
p-aiiiino
henzophenone
260 -10
k^^ =5.7x10
NH.CO.CHoCl
Chi r ac e t a.n i 1 i d k^. = 2x1
5
-13 C0.Cr:2Cl
p-ainino chloro k-jj i2.:^xl(
acetophenone
-10

(it) DiaC7lajidrie Isomeric acylainino ke^tcr-e
HaiTie c. forr/iUla Ionization K iMaine formula Ionization K
"
25 -9 CU.CK^ pgO
_i3
niacetaiiilide ko =7xlu k-b =2x10
H(C0.CnH5)p ITK.CO.C0K5
26 ^^•C2^^^5 24^ -1<
Dipropionanilid. ka *-'"5xI0 p-propionyl amino kv =4x10
X'ropiophenone
This na.turall^'- lea,d to an investig-ati on of the groups
which would require di-substi tution upon the aminic nitrogen
atom of aromatic amines "before rearrangements into the carbon
ring will take pla.ce. Since the ionization constc^nt is in-
fluenced the negative nature of the acyl radicsil, a, 3tud7
of the polarit:';cf these different radica.ls has given some
light on this ciuesticn.
Polarity is another one of th ^- terms which has suffered
from, lack of exact quantitative definition, and has accord-
ingly/ lead to man:/ confusing ideas.
In a general wa;/ all elements and radica.ls will exhibit
positivit^^ if they cause hydroxyl ionization and negativity
if they cause hydrogen ionization. Lut since some compounds
do not appear to ionize appreciably, this definition has
decided limitations. To overcome this difficult^r 03tvvald(42)
suggested the use of an ionizing stP.ndard into ••vhich /le sub-
stitutec. the element or radical. He chose acetic acid, 'hich

i=i oven to tlie objection t::':.t the. neprativit;-^ of th^ negative
groups is greatly niagrdfied l-y the vex\. Xiegc/tive carbcn;,-!
group wiiile th.e positivity of positive radicals is greatly
decreased Vy the riegativit'^ of the ca.rhonyl group.
Eut to Derick(43) must he giver^ the credit for tie excell
ent suggestion of -vater as a. sta.ndard. In '-'ater we have tl-(^
h^'-drogen cViid hydroxj^l ionizations haloaiced, theit is vmter is
an amphoteric electrolyte which possesses eojaa.! negativity
and positivity. It is clear therefore that when a hydrogen
-..toir of water has been replaced by a radical we -^..c r free to
determine its true nega.tivi t-^ or positivitv without the in-
fluence of other groups. On this basis Deride gives tine fur-
ther defir-itions :
-
I .An slerent or radical possesses ijositivit ' if when it
is substituted for the hydrogen of wa.ter, i'" increases the
hydroxy1 i o Fj i z a,t i on .
2. An eleraent or radical possesses negativi t • if when it
is substituted for a hydrogen of water it incre;ises tiie hydro
ger. ionization.
In other words a i)Gsitive radical increcises tlie a.ffinity
constant K\, while a neya-tive group ircrenses the s.ffinit
constant for water. Of course in the unsubsti tutea '--/ater
Since the free en err;- ch?,r,-'e, rather than the tot-1 cha.ng
is the best measure of chemical affinity, herick has cn.osen
the log-'.rithn of the affinity constant K a.s the measure of
positivity and ne-\ativit- . FGr this decrease in free enerr"
which accomi_.anies an-,- chemical reaction we have according to

+]-e exT.ression A=a.F:T lo- ?Z in which A is tl.c free enerp; -f
ionisaticn, R is the gas cor.sta,r.t , T is the absolute teLA.er-
a,ture, IC is the ionization constant ( Ost-^ald' s affinit"- con-
stant =100 K) and a the conversion factor of natural to .^i"v"'s
logarithiifiS . Frora this exp'ressicn it is evident that th^^- free
energy of ionization is a, logarithmic function of K since F.
is a ccnstant. Therefore positivit rid negativit ' of grcu^s
must he measured in terms of the logaritrir:dc function h-]., or
Ka respec tivel;,' . Since polarity is measured in teri-is of a log-
arithniic function of !C, it is clear tlT?h' it r.iust va,ry with
the tentx^erature since K varies »^.'ith. T. An equation has heen
developed for deteriraning how pola.rity varies »*;ith the tem-
perature, naruel;, In ICq - In Kji --^ - ^ ) i;i 'vhich - the
hetit of ionization.
Since the a-ffinit"- constant is chosen as the measure of
pola,rit-
,
th.-: values received will hold foj those cases 'vliere
the mass law holds, that, is for radicals causing weal^ ioniza-
tion in 'vater solution ahc not too ~rea,t concentrations. In
case of the otl-jer solvents or st--ong electrolytes the polar-
it'.- of a given radica,l must he determined under the given con-
ditions of tempera,ture
,
pressure, solvent cine' concentration.
Such a study of pclc'.rity is justified from the standpoint that
it 'vill serve to correlate iian^ isolated facts of organic chem
istr,-'- as Derich (4^-) has showi^ in his puVl i cat ions
.
With ti;e free energy of ionization defined as eQ,ual to
F. T log K, eistudy of organic comj^ounds hr.-.s sho'.vn this logaritlu
tc he Ciinus in sign. This means that an org.-r.nic acid or . ..se
v/iil not of itself pass froru unit concentration or tne union-

ized forr. to unit conceritra,tion cf its ions, but to cause
this change work must be done on tue acia or case. This work
is equal to R T log K. OoA'-j ousl;- zr>e greater the ionization
of such a compound, the snmller will be the value of E T log K
.
But the greater the negativity or posit ivit'- of such a group
substituted into water the greater will be its ionizaticrj. I.i
the case of organic compounds therefore those groups having
the greatest polarit^'- will give th-^ smallest v.-xlues for the
free energ- of ionization when substituted into 'vater. hecause
of this fa-ct Periclc decided to define nega.t ivit;^.' (q) and jos-
itivit:'- <|> as ecual to l_^i9^ . Thus the i:ola:£iQ constants 9
To^ K
and are inversel"-' proportional to the free energy of ion-
ization. The following are a few examples from Perick's table
of over one hundred ra.dicals:-
_Jladical Formula -rr log K.
^ _ ___
9__
Phen~''l
Acetyl
c 51-15-
CH3CO- Ka
1 . ^xl
- 5
1 . c 6:-:l
-9 .886
-4.7 31
101 .
5
.0
Proj^ionj'l T -b - 4 . b 39 2u6 .'J
inenzo;"'!
Ammonium
J^a
Kb
- -b
I .67xI0~^
-4 .161
-4 .738
PAU ,{J
211 .4
i .Te thyl ammon ium CH3ITH3- Kb 5.0x10"''" -3.300 302.8
Area IIH2COHH3- Kb -I3.&,'^4 '?'-? , 2
Phenyl arxionium Kb 4.6xIO~-^^ -y . 337 107 .0
On tne oasis of x.his measure 01 polarity Derick and Eorn-
II
rnann have concluded from their exp;erimental stuay that all
acyl radica.ls 'vitn a negativity oetween 206 and 355 will re-
1
quire distrilout ion) Upon the aminic nitrogen atom of aromatic
amines Defore rearrangements into the corresponding acylainino
keytones a,re possicle". It is equally well kncA'n from e^q^eri-
niental data, that stron;;l-' ne;-:ative radicals as nitro and sul-
phonyl require only riionosuhsti tution to cause recirrangei-.ent
.
The nitro and sulphonyl groups posse^iS a negativity of approx-
iina,tel':' V'50 ai:d 740 respectively, from which it is obvious
that the limil beyond which monosubstituti on upon the nitrogen
atom of aniline will produce (11) mono acyl amines that v-/ill
rearran£;e to amino keytones, and below which disubsti tution
will be required is jjossessed by acyl radicals whose negativ-
ities are somewhere between 355 and 740. This limit ha.s not
yet been definitely determmea
.
The work oi Uerick ixi tnis iieia has eviaently lead Roth
i
and Stoeruier i4o) into a simila.r study of certain stierecisc-
meric aromatic acids. They mention tne great importance of
such a study and give a nrief review of Derick's work. They
find Derick's criterion of ionization and rearrangemient to
hold. They also r:;;ive studiea soluciiities ana nea.ts of com-
Dustion, discovering ti'iat tne stable isomers have sniaiier
heats of combustion, and are less soluble in water at 25*^, as
the following examples will snow:-
Acia
Cmnaiidc
11 DC Dynamic
Method coumaric
Kt. of com- msaociation The numoer ofbustion m k^tT^
kg.-cai. * ^' of vvater at
<!o°required to
dissolve 1 moi
.
^
ol'^.^acidj
1041 3,8 270
1048 14.1 17.5
1162 a. I 2120.

II69 5.4 <250 .
I3I8 2.1 211 .
1324 4.5 333.
I79I I .4 II900
.
179 3 4.2 2070 .
1209 5 . 1430.
I2I3 II . 180.
1069 2.5 7000 .
1078 10.9 <400.
r
. etliyl c ouiTiS.r inic
E thvl c Tj.imr i c
r
E 1 11;/! c un-;a-r ini c
I s ar:r/l c o uni^tr i c
t
Isoamyl couiriarinic
Acet*''! coumaric
T
Ac e tyl c oumar ini
c
P ip er n:/1ac ryl i c
T
l^ote:- The e.rro'// sinews the direction of tiie non-reversilole
intramolecular rearrangement
.
The study of the ac^/l' anilines a.nd their rearranged pro-
ducts l?as lead Derick to seek experimental confiriicition for
his views with other a,niline deriva,tives . In tiie present in-
vestigat:on the alkyl anilines are being studied.
The experimental T:a.rt of this field was first carried on
"by Hofms^nn and the rearrangement "bears his name. The rearrange-
ment consists in the change of miethyl aniline hydrochloride,
to p-toluidine hydrochloride under the influence of heat. It
"belongs to the general class of intramolecular non-reversihle
rearrangem.ents . Kofias.nn sugc;ested as a, possille mechanism
that methyl chloride was dissociated and tnen added again, the
reaction going through the forimtion of dim.ethyl aniline. Then
the methyl chloride acted on the ring of dirr.et}T:"l ainiline giv-
ing dimethyl toluidins, xylidins cumidins etc. Som.e of these
products v/ere isolated, as recorded in the historical section.
In the case of t}-'e tririethyl phenyl ammonium iodide he says
that the methyl groups simpler "wander" from^ the aminic nitro-

gen to tl'.e car"bon ring, giving rise to tlie series quaternary,
tertiar: , seccndar- , c.ncl priLiary airdnes ,
In the light of the aJoore discussion, the present h^'po-
thetis is a.dvanced and las received partial substantiation
Y'f the experiinental work discussed t'elcvv. Since disut stituti on
of ac3'l groups upon the aii^inic nitrogen atom v/as necessary to
produce suhstances unstable toward rearrangement, and since
such suhstituticn produced electrolytes whose ionization con-
stants were at least ten thousand times as strong as the re-
arranged product, a similar change in the ionization constants
of (iO alkyl anilines would he exp.ected t'efore rearrangements
would talce place. The following tahle gives the observed ion-
ization constants for the possible (H) methylated anilines
and the toluidins which might be produced if rearrangements
occur.
18^ -10
ITethyl aniline =2.5oxj.O
Dimethyl aniline =2.42;d:0
T qO
Trimeth3^1 phenyl ammonium hydroxide Ki^ = ^/
Para-toluidine eJ ^°=:I , exIO'^'
18° -10
Ortho-toluidine Kt -3.0x10
Meta-toluidine =3.9x10"^^
'b
15^ -9
Dimethyl-o-toluidine =3.08x10
250 _Q
Dimethyl-m-toluidine K-^, s2.4xI0
Dimethj^l-p-toluidine h-j^ =6.36x10
Erom the table it is obvious triat no great change in ion-
ization constant occurs between the (il) alkyl anilines a.s
compared tc the isomeric toluidins until the quaternary stage
is reached. Hence the hypothesis the":,': r -;aj^a.i:ge.i..ent only occurs

jj^^J^S-^y.gki?-^-^gi^J sta^e and all o tiier classes of alky1 anilj^es
must change into this sta^^e before rea.r ranr-; eiuent_ i_s i^js_ible.
For methyl aniline hydrociiloride the hyiotliesis then st^'tes
that the following series of reactions take place.
V ^ci
/CI
Tne compound^ rearranges to give the toluidins.
V/ith Hofiiiann it luiv he concluded that these changes a,re
actually brought s.hout hy the hydrochloride dissociating into
aniline and methyl chloride, the latter attacking the undis-
sociated methyl aniline or its hydrochxloride to give dii^ethj'l
anilir.e or its hydrociiloride cinu then the final Oj.uaternary
compound as indicated in the above reactions. This point will
be treated in the experimental
.
Obviously, it could be predicted from the criterion that-
neither methjrl aniline, nor dimethyl aniline can rea,rrange
into a toluidine . Purther no known fa,cts are available to
prove tliat metJLi;/l or dimethyl anilines thenselves will change
into higher (ll) alkylated anilines, that is, finally into a
quaternary compound, since no acid or negative radical is j_,res-
ent . It is also clear tnat they cannot undergo rearrangement
by this mechanism. This will also be treated in the experimen-
tiii T.art
.

3^
Le Ciiatier's princilpe might also give seme light or the
validity of the al-ove r-nc thesis. If, in the honh, j.ll sub-
stances are in the state of gases and the suju of volume
changes ur^^on one side of the equation do not equal the sum
upon the other side, according to this principle the reactiox^
taices place m the direction to decrease the volume.
The most probable hypothesis of the rearrangement of methja

OlDViously, from the volume standpoint, i^e u^^atier's i.riii-
ciX-le opposes the atove dissociations and tends to drive the
equilibria in the direction of the least dissociated xroduct.
It should further he noted that for each methyl chloride mole-
cule that attacks the ring hy the rearrangement of the quat-
ernary conipounds, a molecule of h:/drochloric acid is generated
thus causing no voluiue change if the degree of dissociation
is the same. It is fairly certain that the degrees cf dissoc-
iation of all the cuaternary products indicated are nearly
the sair.e . But it is equall}- certain that all of the products
are not in the f orin of a gas at 220^ and prohahly not at 300° .
If the latter is true the reactions ^'/ij-i v^ij.vc.n i^; the dir-
ection of the higher toiling products thus favoring the re-
arrangement. (Sec tahle below).
But it cannot he stated just how important a factor this
is. It is iiiuch more prohahle that this rearrangement is con-
trolled h^-- the heat ahsorpticn of the compounds formed. The
ring alkylated quaternary compounds form witn the absorption
of heat and thus are favored by the conditions of this exper-
iment according to the principle of Le Chatier. Obviously'-, to
clarif},'- these points a thorough study of the heats of these
changes should be made together with the study of dissociation.
Lut these studies hcivy not beerj attenxpted in this mvestiga.-
tion
.
In a thorough stud^/ of any problem of chemistr:', it is
first necessary to predict all the possible products which
might be received, in order that the final anal-'-sis a.nd puri-
fication ma,/ be carried on ir. ar. intelligent manner. Accord-

41.
infTl^' the f ollo-.vin,'- series of possibilities I'-'S been predic-
ted axja in so far as the data exists the physical constants
recorded
.
Sulphoii/i
Derivative
Amine X-I.P }-•?( ^".P B.P
184.1 109.3
iI97. 124.
Ami n e
Sulljhc:. -
Derivative
215.1
,P
199 1 95
198 120
208. i
189 79
208
207
208
i 190
.0
0.
223
212
1I
i
:.:.p. B.P
40
Sulphonyl
Deriva-tive
A.L. P 1 ±J . P . Amine
!
M.P.
c3uip:
Deri v.. ;.
.
;.:.p. B.P
-3
15.
£
1 !
i
^—r L^"-*! i
"t
49
/ i
i ;
< ^ 1
1
!
!
5
1
1
1
I
i
201
1 ^
1 \
1
i
j
i
i
1
^
i
ZI6
i
?
i i
! «
)
!
\
i
i
(
•\
I
5
'1
CM /
t
1
i
13
,u _ .
1
!
1
!
i
1
i
1
!
1
^cHj
{
227
]
i
!
;
;
;
i
i
:
1
1
j 4
'i !
;
. 245
/
i
<
1
;
37
227
68 235 136.7
2Q0
^
;
227
1
\
\
203 1
78
i'
245
205
i
1
: 232
185
\
I
\
I
i
!
1
.

Arrdne I'. P. L.P.
44 237.
3 ^CH-
'3 1
cfO
—
<
—
*
'^H^ <-H3
cria
4«A
1228.
66. 260.
j
24. 255
75. 261,
Sulphonyl
Derivative
Sulrho]
Aminp M.P.
^"3
^-H^
151 277.

EXPERTMEMTAL.

Chap . IV. Experimental
.
I. Prepara-tion ..f Materials.
]Tetlr,'-l Anil in. The meth^ri anilin used was from Karoaurr;'
s
stocl: ard was purified 1-^^^ stearn distillation and sulDsequent
fractional distillation. The constant ooiling portion cai^ie
over ?.t 189-90*^ (uncorr) , and gave no traces of priina.rjr or ter-
tiary amines vvith henzene gulT^honyl chloride.
Dimeth^:! j^nil_inj^ This v/as also the KallDaum product and
was purified in tie same ma^nner as the msth/1 anilin. The
constant hciling portion carne over at 187-8° (uncorr) .
Paratoluidifl* The paratoluidin ^--as purified hy recryst^al-
ization from ligroin. The last traces of ligroin present were
removed hy drying in a vacuun desicca.tor over sulphuric acid
and then over calcium chloride.
Methyl Anilin' Hydrochloride . Twenty- five grans of t'ne puri-
fied methyl anilin 'vas dissolved in four hundred cuhic centi-
meters of dry ether. A stream of dry hydrochloric acid gas was
passed into this ether solution. The h^^drochlor ide came down
as a beautiful -.vhite solid, ivhich was thoroughl:'" washed with
ether and dried on a porous plate over the radiator. The prep-
aration of the h^rdrochloride was attempted with a more concen-
trated ether solution, lut colored liquid products were also
obtained
.
Trimethyl Phenyl AimAonium Iodide . This compound was pre-
pared hy heating molecular proportions of methyl iodide and
dimethyl anilin in a pressure flash over the steam bath for
two hours. It was purified by recr-stallization from nint—

five per cent alcohol, and dried on - porous plate and then in
a vacuum desiccator ov-r calcium chloride. A ^-ield of sevent -
four ijexcent was received.
TrirnethYl Phen.v^ Annuon iurn C lil o r i de . The trimethvl phenyl
ammonium iodide was dissolved in 'vater.and moist silver oxide
lidded in excess a'oove th;-\t necessary to give a complete pre-
cipitation of the iodine ..?.s silver iodide. The silver iodide
•ms remove •'' filtration and the remaining solution saturated
-Tith hydrochloric aci.'_ gas and evartorated t -.UoS. V:
duct was recrystallized from alcohol dried by centrifuging for
five minutes and placing iti a vacuum desiccator over caAcium
chloride. It melted at
Benzene Suli^honxl Cj^Q r i . This compound w&s prepared hy
mixing one hundred grams of phosphorus pentachloride and one
hundred grams of sodium l)en2.ene sulphonate (previously dried
at 120°). The products of the reaction '-ere poured into large
portions of water and shaicen vigorously to destroy the phos-
phorus oxchilori;'e formed in the reaction. The henzene sulphonyl
chloride was extracted with ether and fractionally distille-.
It was necessar^'- to distill three times in order to get a per-
fectly clear product. The pure product came over under the con-
ditions:-
,
Pressure Temperature uncorr )
20 mm. I?4
r>g mm. ^^-^6
25 ram. ^^^'^
The :;ield was 50 grams.
In order tc find the hest m.edium for the fooiiation of the
sulphonyl derivatives in a quantitative separation a:
r-
minaticr of -mines, an investigation of the effect of
differ-

ent mediums was first made on rrethyl anilir:;,e.. secondarv arrdne .
The knowledge thus gained v/as used with pa.ra.- tolu idiri , a primar:^
ijj-iine, - i. la.ter in the seT)aration of and d<?tcrn"inaticn of
methyl p.nilin, para-tcluidin , s.nd dimethyl anilin
.
2. Determination of Methyl Anilin.
Eight mixtures were prepared, each containing one gra.in of
Liethyl anilin, four graxis of benzene sulphonyl Ciiloride, and
one hundred cutic cen tirr.eters of & one to fc'ur solution of
potassium hydroxide . The first five of these mixtures v/ere
heated over c. steair. hath, .-n:'. '-he Is.st three refluxed the times
recorded helow. The resulting solutions 'vere cooled, extracted
with eth.er, tre et'ner extract dried over anhydrous sodium sul-
phate and evaporated to dryness. The crystalline sulphonyl der-
ivatives thus obtained were further dried hy passing over them
a current of dr^' air. hesults:-
Time of V/eight of Theoretical Percent
ICo . Ti^ea^ting Derivs.tive Weight of of
hound Deriva-tive Error
1 0.5 hours 2.60 grams 2.3 -f-13.
2 I.O " 2.46 ' ^.3 + 7.S
3 1.5" 2.80" 2.3 +21.5
4 2.0 " 3.10 " 2.3 -t34.o
5 2.5 " 2.60 " 2.3 +13.0
6 0.5 " 2.99 " 2.3 +30.0
7 1.0 " 2.70 " 2.3 +17.4
8 1.5 " 3.00 " 2.3 +30.4
Ohviousl;, these results c.^ :- unifcrr:J.y high.
Another series of determinant ions were miade using ether as
a miedium in pla.ce of the solution of pota.ssium hydroxide. Mff-
erent weights of methyl a.nilin were trec^ted witl^ ten percent
excess of henzene sulphon?'l chloride in varying volumes of

etlner evaporated, arid the X-^J^^-'^'-^'-C t cr^e
air, Results :-
c .c . of Time 01 Ciiarge V.'eigalL Ui i.iiCUi t- 1/ J.
Lther Re fluxing jjen va i ve
n i 1 i 11 I ound Ul XJCXxVcL— JC f X X ^ X
t ive
I 50 30 ffiin. . 5grair.s 0.55 I .15 -5:; .1
o 75 45 " 0.75 " .80 1 .73 -53.b
3 75 I .0 hour 1. 00 " I .P7 2 . 30 -44 .c
4 100 1.5 " 1.50 " 1 .65 3.46 -55.5
5 100 2.0 " ^,00 " 2 .49 4 .50 -45.^^
6 100 2,5 " 2.50 " 3.00 5.70 -4^^ . ,
Tnese results show ar. average r/ield of 50.1 percent, Lialcins; it
evident that ether is not tha hest mediuiii in which to cs.rr.y on
this reaction since an eCiUilihriuiu sta.te appears to he reached.
The nc-.t -eries of experiments was carrie-.: z."
sence of a medimri. The r:-eth:^'-l anilin was trea^ted v/ith ten pei
cent excess cf benzene sulphcn^-1 chloride and these luixtures
heated on the water hath. Th^ products oh tain- ^ 'vert suhjected
to steaL- distillation and the residue extracted vj'ith ether, dried
and vveighe''' . In a fev/ cases considerable suh stance seeDec' tc he
Tolatile vViLii steam, but when this m^as extractew. v/i -i. c;thc;x
eighed, it proved to be negligible . The following results were
obtained:
-
Time of Charge _ -£>Ol V/eight cf Theoretical
ho. Keating heth^'l Derivative V/eight of
Aniline hound Derivative i:rror
I 45 rnin. . 75grains .99 1.73 — *i . 1
o I hour I .00 V I .-35 2.30 -41 .4
3 1.5 I .50 tt 2 .40 3.46 - 30 .
1
4 2 .00 »i 3.45 4.60 -25.0
5 2.00 " 2.50 If 3.70 5.70 -33.4
c 2 . ' I . -v.: »• 2 . 7 5 3.46 -20 .5
While ixn increase in thp time of he eating has increased the
i e 1 -I.
,
the L.a^ciniui/ . yield is too fB.r below theory for .J pur-

poses of this inrestigaticn
.
Accorclingl:" another series of determinations was made usin^
sodiuiT: carbonate solution as a mediura. The methyl anilin ws.s
reflujced with, ten percent excess cf henzene srlphonyl cMoride
in one i-undred cubic centimeters of ci one to four scdiurri car-
honate solution. The sulphonyl derivative formed 'ras extracted
'.vith ether, weighed and dried hv a current cf dr;'- air. Besults
Time of Charge cf V/eight of Theoretical
ITo . Eefl^oxing Ilethyl Derivative
/inio-o-I'-C JjUUIiU.
V/eight of
Derivative
/'
Error
1 I.C hour I..- ,aa:.iS 2.27
2 1.5" 1.5" 3 . 36
3 2.0 " 2.0 " 4.58
4 1.5" 1.5 " 3.38
5 2.0 " 2.0 " 4.59
2. 30
3.46
4.60
3.46
4 .60
-1.3
—
. o
-0 .43
-2.3
-0.5
As these results were the nearest to theore tical of ai:.,' ' of the
methods employed, it was decided to abandon the use of the
horn ha-lances, on 'vhich these weighings were made, an d
carry out further determinations using more accurate manipula-
tion. In the new series all weighings were ma,de on anal j -tic al
"bala.rces. The methyl anilin was v-'eigh- "b^-- means c 'eight
pipette, and the sulphon^^l derivatives in one hundred anc'
twent- -five cubic centim.eter hrlenme^/er flasks. Since consid-
eraA'le difficulty as exj erienced becci.use of "bumijing'' , :.
case the reflux condenser was boiled out with ether and this
ether extract usl-o to extract the sulphonyl derivative. T'\'o
i..ethods of drying the crysta.ls were used. In the first case
a,ir dried by passing through sulphuric acid was passea over
the cr-^stals for one and one half hours with th?^ result:-

Ciiarti,e of
1^0. diethyl
Ariilin
J.
2
3
I .464
I .182
I .255
\Vei.c;ht cf
Derivative
I' u unci
3.359
2.714
2.880
Theoretical
V.'eigiit of
DeriVc'.ti ve
3.379
2 .729
2.887
i-rrur
-0.5
-0.6
-0.5
In tlic iic-it series, ho'vever, air drying gave ..: slight positive
error, and heating at different temperatures for different times
was used as a. method cf dr:^'ing with the-: results :-
Charge Time Weight Theoreti-
Errorof cf ature of ca.l Wgt
.
c''
/''
LTethyl Drying of Deriva- of d Air
Anilin Drying tive Deriva- Drie
Pound tive
I 1.469 5 .min
.
96° 3.356 3.393 -I .0 + 1 .
r> 1 .738 15. 103? 3.962 4.012 -1 .0 + I
.
3 I .^57 15. 10:^° 2.874 2.901 -0.9 ,
4 2.129 5. " 92° 4.875 4.914 -0.8 .
5 I .7f:6 5. " 95° 4 .050 4 ,059 -0 .2 -vl .
6 I .429 5. " 86° 3.255 3.298 -I .0 -+-3.
It 2r;ay "be concluded therefore that nieth3''l anilin, when present
alone, can be determined with an accuracy of 99 to 99*ofo hy the
method employed. Accordingly sodium carbonate solution was
adopted c-is the medium for use in tae following experiments.
3. Determination of Para- toluidin
.
In the first determination the same method was used as that
found best for m.ethyl anil in, but the necessar:' potassium Scilt,
HgC ^~^-II-S02CfiHp, , was not formed. To aid in its forLiation twent
five grams cf solid r-otassiuFi hydroxide were added to one of
the carbonate solutions .^:uch hea,t wa.s evclved,and upon ether
extraction , c\ large portion of tne non-alkali soluble sulphon-^'-l
derivative of para- tcluidine was receive'' .In another tria.l '^
carbon^tte solution v/as evaporated to dr^'ness and then extreme te...
witb ether .Here also a large portion of these non-alkali sol-
ul'le L.iDoiU'C ts were received.

ilext, weighed aiuGunts Of ..^^ - 1 .ii-. "^j.-^ .
twenty percent excess of cenzene sulpiionyl chloride In fifty-
cul-5ic centimeters of a one to ten potassium carbonate soiu-
ticn,and this mixture was shdJsen vigorously for ten uinutes.
A solution of one to one potassium hydroxide was added in small
--j-nountstc the car'oonate solution, shaJ-iny :.nd cooling after e.j.ch
j^dditicn.A solid fj.occ^u'lent mass was foriaed, which went into
solution upon slight dilution. The formation of this solid iria^
ee regarded as the end point in this addition. The alkaline
solution vas extracted with ether to see if anj non alkali sol-
uhle products were formed .Results :
-
..o . V/eiyht of Theory of Initial Charge
Product Calculated as Sul-
phonyl Derivative
.
1 0.097 0.000 10.
7
2 0.IS3 0.000 12.9
3 0.382 0.000 16.0
4 0.275 0.000 17.5
In each case thT- product obtained melted at 120-9° and
".r.al''zad qualit^Ativ-l - f -;_: sulphur and ni troy^n , indie ating tbe
free primi?:ry Ci.erivative .xts presence must he attributed to t_
.ydrolysis of "he potassium salt of the mono sulphonyl deriva-
tive of pa.rj.-tc^/"idin
.
Each of these non alkali soluhle products .vas treated wi^
twenty cubic centimeters of the one to one p^otassiura hydroxide
solution and extracted "-i-^:-' ether again. The alkaline solutions
"ere then acidified and extracted with ether with tne result,
number Weig?it of Product
1 0.0156
2 0.0236
3 0.0 372
4 0.0426
It is obvious tnc.t this does not account for a.ll t- alkali

sclutle ^^^ducts first receivec, c -enaincl^r ib consid-
ered to tile di-sulplionyl derivative of para- to.. ax '^j.^. v/.ao.-
was found to ''oe formed under similar conditions l.-/ Kinsberg ( 35)
..o ever to find t:- ? amount of luc no -sulphonyl derivative
formed the crisinal alkaline solution/vhicli had "been previous-
1-
- e"tr:icted svith ether was acidified and again extracted wit:
ether '.itv: t..- results,
^lumber V/ein^ht of Derivative
1 " 0.850
2 1.279
3 2.069
4 1.350
Coinbining the results of the two acid extractions ;T.ives the
following :
-
iJo Charge of V-ei^^nt of ineoretical
Para-toluidin Derivative Weight of ) j'.rror
round Derivative
I 0.3919 0.866 0.905 - 4."'
o e.5I49 I .302 I .4X9 - 8.(.
3 1.0345 2.126 2.388 - 9."
4 0.3774 1.393 1.564 -10,:.
This increasing error is prohahl:/ due to the dii'i'erence iu
oime of extractions, lluinberl 'vas acidified and sxtra-cted at
once 'vhiie tli- others were acidified exi-r-cted at inter-
vals of one day in the order recordea. ihose 3tandin£; ..ongest
would allow more of the di-sulphon^^l derivative to "oe formed
thus decreasing the yield of mono- sulphonyl derivative -.s th.-
data shov/s.In the hope that by immediate extraction the for-
mation of di- sulphonyl derivative could "be reduced to a mini-
mum, the following experiments -/ere conducted in which tr- alk-
aline solutions 'vere extracted at once. The alkaline solution
';./.-.3 then iniiiiediatly acidified and extracted with ether. The

'arivatives extract? 1 from this acid solution are recorded
below:
-
I
2
3
4
5
Charge of
Para- tol-
uidin
.488
. 314
.281
0.399
. ^15
Weight of
Derivative
Pound
I .075
.694
0.6II
.896
0,708
Theoretica,l
Veight of
Derivative
1 .137
.7'^5
0.647
0.924
.728
)G Error
-4.6
-4.3
-5.0
-2.8
It is evident therefore that a yield of 97),. of the rnono-sul-
phonyl derivative of para- toluidin can "be obtained if the
manipulation is fairly rapid i.e. as carried out in the above
experiments .It 'vas necessa,ry ho".'ev'?r to use great care in dry
ing th- sulphonyl derivative of ^ oluilin. Tha last- of .
ether evapora,ticn was allowed to take place in the oren,tha.t
is, the separatory funnel used in introducing the ether extrac
tion into the flask, was removed before all of the ether evap-
orated. The product was futher dried by passing over it a, cur-
rent of dry air and then transfer! n.v it to a. desiccator .Heat-
ing at IIO'-' or allowing to stand on tiia steam bath for some
time ca,used cl^arring and considerable loss of weight.
4. Separa,tion and Determination of iLethyl Anilin and .
Para.- tcluidin
.
A mixture of tiiese two ai::i;,es was shal<:en vigor ousl-' for tf
ji.inutes in fift,v cubic c ;?n timeters_cf a one to ten sodium car
bona.te solution with twenty percent excess of benzene sulphor
chloride. The one to one potassium hydroxide solution was then
a,dded in agnail portions as in the determination of para-tolui
din itself. Upon extraction of the alkaline solution and then

: idified solution tl: . follovvxii^ resuj-ts -vere obtained.
Anine Charge Vei^ht of
Derivative
Tourjd
Para-toluidin .3808 0.575
-letiiyl Anilin 1.3430 3.801
These results .^^r eater thar: the theoreticcil a,iriount of sec-
ondary derivative , and approximately the sar.;e percent loss for
the prirriar:/. The high, percentage of secondary ^vas considered
to he due to the di- sulphonyl cerivative of ':he para-toluidin
which if present, v.ould be extracted with sulphonyl derivativ
of raeth-'l anilir .Accordingly this n:ixed product 'A'as suAgected
to the treatment suggested b;/ hinsber,-, .1 ,...fluxeO
thirty'- minutes with fifty cubic centimeters of a one to four
solution of potassiurj. h-^droxide in ninty-six percent Eilcohol.
The resulting r.jixtvre -vas diluted witii v/ater to one hundred
ai.d fift;,'- cubic centimeters arc the alcohol evaporated off.
An ether extractior. now removed the secondar" sulphonyl der-
ivative leaving the sodiUK salt of the priijar^ d-rivative ii,
solution. On acidfying the solution this priciary derivative
-as set free, and was extracted 'vith ether. The products were
dried by 3. current of dry a.ii' .Coinbining tx^e lyeights of the
priiiiary derivatives we have as a final result :-
Amine Charge
Pa.ra- toluidin . "^SI
lie tliyl An il in 1 . 34 3
These results conclusively^ prove tnat tne error in
Theoretical
V/eight of '/o
Derivative
0.G96 -37.0
3.100 <lp-50.0
Weight of Theoretica,l
'Derivative Weight of Error
Pound Derivative
0.c^47 0.898 + 5.0
3.i;?o 3.100 -4-0.8

.leterL^iiiat ion o O C C v> 1* -i^^ . - wi. d L/. >J Co C - - ' - 1 - sul-
X^honyl derivative and is confirmed "by other work ; : ti ic.:,!.
-
jrator- . Trie ?::r er ir.er.t s furt/.er show that the STJ-Iplionjri der-
ivative of meth:/! anil in is not attached h.; the cilco.'^olic vot-
i.ssiuiTi hj^dr oxide (KOH-fHOCgEj- KOC0H5-I: h^O) and that or.ly
onf sulphon:'! group is :v-'' from the di-sTjlpl^onjl deriva-
tive of para-toluidine as is stc^ted in tl>e literature (?5i.
Other deterninations were niade using , four grams of met-
talic sodiur. di rsF^olved in fifty cu'cic cent ii,.eters cf ahsolute
.-•Icohol in place of th? alcoiiolic solution of potassium hydrox-
ide with the results :-
ITo.
Charge of
Para- toluidin
1 . 322
2 0.396
Cha,rge of
heth "1 Anil in
I 0.578
P 0.8P5
y.'eight of
Derivative
I'ound
0.746
.966
I .284
1 .9r-^7
Theoretical
V/ei.3,ht of
Per ive.t ive
0.744
0.914
1 .334
I .903
In
»- ,1
-3.7
+1 .2
These results were considered sufficiently accurate tc '.varrent
t]:e 3ttemr:t to sepsirate a,nd deterraine prims^ry, secondary and
tertiary amines.
5. Separation and Determination of : ethyl and Dimethj^L
Anilines and Para-tolvidines
.
The m.ixture of these amines was treated according to the
last method used in the separation of methyl anilin and para-
toluidin. In this c-^se tne ether fxtrac t i on of" K alka.lir.e
solution also removed t>i.e unchanged dimethyl anilin. After
the tr ? ''.trr-n t '^'it? sodi^'jm elc ' 1 .^.te an'-' evarjoration of tiJ-e
;A.lcoi.-oi ti'.e secondar"- sulphon^'l ^r^rivative ' 'r - -

. ;. recitr:ei;b '.vitxi sodium alcc^^clp.te a,rjt.L
evauor JLticn of ti".e ...1co::gj. the secondd,r/ sulp: . ... jiv:;.ti\^e
„nd tr.c free diiicthyl aniline ^vere again extracted
five ci;>ic ce.ntir~-t ts of concentrated h-drcchloric cioid were
added to the residue after the eva,>>oration of the ether. Ihis
formed the hydrochloride of dinietiiyl anilin,sc that the sec-
ondary sulphonyl derivi.tive v-s rencve.'.-. from it t-y et>er ex-
traction. The hyarociiloriae was then neutralized ^vitii boj-id
totassiun h^^droxide (to Ic-eTj down the volume) a,nd the free
dimethyl Gu..ilin extra.cted with ether. The ether extractions
of the t:-roducts desired were all dried over anhydrous sodium
sulphate before evaporation, j^esults:-
F<^ra- toluidir.
.
ITo . Ch.arge Weight of 'i'heoretical / Error
Deriv£i.tive Weight
X .354 .!794 0.817 -2.7
•-)
.4 xO 1. 010 1 .016 -0.5
3 . 344 0.G87 0.703 o o— . c.
4 .36P .806 .853 -5 «
5
Average i-rr or=: - 2 . 7
\\\
iio . ¥/eij;i:o oi Theoretical / x.rror
Derivative V.'eight
1 0.87Q I .831 2.028 -9.6
O 0.802 I .729 I .852 -6.7
3 0.9 39 2 .026 2.IG8 -6.5
4 1 .062 2 .252 :? .451 -8.1
Average Irror- - 7 .7
Piuethyl Anil in
.
Ho . Charge V^eight of Theoretical /-^ Error
Derivative Weight
J. I . I 36 0.80'^ I .136 -29.4
2 1 .128 .8:9 1. 128 -22.2
3 I .303 .90S I .303 -^8.6
4 1 .449 I .047 1 .449 -27 .5
Average Errors -26.9

The great loss of the aimetiivl anil in is prclably . :
the firct tnat it was not reruoveo. from txit- eacoholate solution
;.efwrc ti.t evaporation of the alcohol. Leinc volatilein stear;.,
some of it vculd Ccirried off. The greatest caus? of error
is, however , due to the formation of a blue dve with dimethyl
anilin an i 'benzene sulphonyl cl.-. >..i This d:'e is insoluble
in ether and sticks to the sides of the flask and separatory
fumel during the scpara.t; . .
To prevent the loss fro... voiutilit.. , la tne next series
the ether extraction of the secondarv sulphonyl deriv-.tive
and th^- free dirieth:'l anilin was made before the alcohol was
evaporated. The products ^/ere dried by a current of cry air,
j'nd then in a vacuum desiccator. Results:-
Para- toluidin
i.O
I
2
3
I
•2
3
ITo
I
n
Charge
0.5&6
.64?
.693
Charr,e
.643
.881
1. 127
Cha.rge
0.&23
. 321
0.676
Weight of
Der illative
I .375
I . oil
I . 644
;.Lethyl Ar:ilin.
Veight of
Deriva.tive
I .549
2.137
juii..eti:yi Anilin
Vi'eight of
Derivative
.481
0.689
Theoretical
V/eight
1 . 3o T
I .482
1. 601
Theoretical
Weight
I .485
2.035
2.604
Theoretical
V/eight
.823
. 621
0.676
Error
•+I .6
+ 1 .8
4-2.5
)l Error
-t-4.2
-t-4 . b
+-i .1
±.rror
-22 .0
The low percentage for tne tertiar- audnes is doubtless

formation of tlie above iLenuiuned dye. Subsequent
work has 3:_owr. , licrevcr , t>'^. if t^e sulxjhonyl cliloride is onl:
all owe: .1.0 1 o./eii-^,, i..i..utes upon the initial charge , that
the dye forr^tior. is greatly decreased. Ii the separation of
the products cf horr-j experiments this error does not axpear
to exceed o/. as wi:.-. he seen presently.
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6 'yolatilit.v j^jrjj[^ Stscuu of Cer i:d.i.i Ai on.ati c Anines
As a possiDle aid in tl.e separa,tion and identif ios-tin of
the an-.ines iiialiing uj eQ.cl: class, a, sti;d of the yolatilit.y
'vvith stetim of the following amines , availatle in the lahoratorv
v/as Eiade .
Amine Volatility
Dimethyl Anil in -|-
Methyl Anilin
Pa.ra,- 1 cluidin 4-
Orthc-tcluidin
-I*
l-'Ietp.-toli^idin 4*
DimeVnyl - 1 1 u i d i n ( r tho ) 4*
Dimethyl-toluidin (para) 4*
Xylidine (1:3:4) +
ilue dye fuxiiied with
diii'ietl'yl aniline and
"benzene sulpi'on^•l chloride _ """^
It is evidexit tiiat the only aid whicl'. volatility could he in
the separatj.on of amines would "be to separate other tertia,ry
amines fron the hlue dye formed with dimethyl a.niline .
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7 'C onstructio ri of CdjLi}-'^ laectric Furnace
.
T? ordiirar:' Ccirius gs.s furnace is i enerdlly used for tiie
heating of bonl tu.as. JVs an accurate ..-_,t contr... ~ r^^'^-sir- .
in the rearrangement stud/.Dr^ Derick s.ncl his students first
cali^: rated the Carius furnace, to see if it could he used for
tiieir purposes. One set of therrnor^ieters v/ere placed in each
end of the iron tubes containing the homhs,and a secor.d set
was introduced through the ordinar^' thermoneter openings in
thf toi- of the furnaci, in such a "'ay that the hulhs of the
two sets of thermometers in a.nd outside of the iron tuhes v.'ere
in similar positions. They found a difference of 25^ to 50^ in
the temperatures recorded cy the two sets of thermometers and
similar large variations at the different levels of the fur-
race .
Accordingly the ordinar-^ Cariue furnace was replaced "by a
furnace in •.vhic:' vapor haths of different licuids were the
neat medi^. . ..mbs heing suspende.-", ahove the li ,.... .^..^ ^t
reach the desired temiperature gradually hut suddenly when thi
liquid ho: led, hhis sudden jump in the temperature caused ex-
plosions -^li cses ,hlo'ving the licu^. of the hath m ever:=-
direction. Since orgemic liquids were used for lower temper-
atures ,h----:;. fires cftcxi resulted, due to the inflammal)ility of
tne latii j.ic_uj.c.. •
For this research an elec trica"".. 1 controlled Ca.rius fur-
nace hcis heen constructed and calihra.ted as follows.
The core of '"h- furnac- consists of an ordinar.r irox; gas
pipe three inches in diamieter and thirty inches long. This

pipe v/cis threaded Oii \qU\ ends and fitted with heav, iror;
screw caps,r:ia!ving the total length of pipe plus caps, thirty-
tv.'o inches. A 5/8 inch hole was placed in the end ar. - near
tiiie .ed;^e cf one of the ca.ps , tiirough which the j.;^. i oi. etc^ couple
might he introduced into the furnace, and also to act as an
outlet for gas in Cixs: of explosion.
A strip of asVestos paper twenty- ei£;ht inches \vic.e,and of
sufficient length to make a wrapping of three thicknesses was
moistened -.-.u ^vrarpec^ tightl-- around the pipe, in such a way as
to leave the threaded ends cf the pipe uncovered.
A loop of no. 18 copper wire was fastened tightly around
each end of t'^.c p^ j^e over the asbestos ,allov-ing a sufficient
lead from the loop, to xriake external connections, xhirteen feet,
of no. 3c; nicrome wire ( diam.0 . 050^ j^i. ) ,-;as wound uniformly
around th'- ashestoa cov-jxc'..: pipe aiv.. fastened firLl;'- to the
copper loops at each end.
ihis coil was then covered with three layers of raoistenec.
shestos paper, aur a second coll of nicrome . i t. co^,.er
-erminals wound over it. The process was repeated a secciid
time making a total of three coils on th^^ furnace. The last
o..:'l M/as covered --.dth \"et fcishestos paper until tn.-: diar-.eter
of thp pipe plus the ashestos covering was five inches, and
the whole allc ^ 'j '""r*'.
A portion of "nic;;,gnesi-. mixture" steam pipe covering five
inches in diameter a:n<] thirt; inches long was fastened firird,;
e.round this core in such .... wr. - '-^ to allow the threaded ends
(plus ca\.s) of the pi] - t^i. i-roject and he of easy access.
In orrler to prevt?nt loss du.?> to hecat radiation cxt the ends,
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caTjs of the ma£',r>esi.i iidxture were n.ade . J^aCii cay ccr.sister; of
d, section of niagnesi?, mixture four inches Ion, : , 1 ined v^ith
sheet aluL-iniuiu three inches in width, and a round sheet cf
alurrdnium placed across one end and restin,-^ cn the strip of
aluiAinium lining. This left a -space of one irch betv/een the
round sheet of aluminiur- ^ rnd cf tiu-. magnesia which was
packed with ashestos and covered -ith a piece of cloth "round
ov--r the end. In one of the caps a one and on^^ half inch outlet
hole was n:::^'ie corresponding to the hole in the iron cap for
tiic introductio>i of tne pyrometer couple.
The copper termin-^tl' wires frorr the coils ".vers insulated I
means of glass tuhing and lead out through the opening; in the
m^^gnesia covering. The;" were connected to a series of three
l.nife s\.dtches and two hindinr posts i fastened to a board on
top of the furnace) in such a v/ay tliat oiie,tv/G,or three coils
could he used at a time. The whole furnace was placed in an
iron crcidle for support.
CalibrsJ: ion of. Purna.ce .
For th;^ calibration of the furnace a Hoskins pyrometer •^aG
used to measure the heat and an alternating current volmeter
-.aid airjueter were used to measure the electrical power ccnsurr-
tion. A secticn of ordine.ry cond".ustion tubirig,th- lex.gtn of
the furnace, was placed within it and in line with the holes
in the iron and iiuii,nesia caps, so that when the pyrometer themo
couple was pushed through the cap holes it went insid- -jf t.
;rlass tube. The ceils were numbered one, two, and three-; respeo-
tivel-',num.berinp;from th;- inner '_.:.e out, and tne following cali-
I
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Ccil_ Uum"ber One .
The. ffr.d of the thermocouple was x-l^ced at tne
the. furnace wit." ' follo'.ving results :
-
Lemr reature Volts Amrjeres
:-CU_ s in nu t e s
113 I
.
lb 40 113 1 2
?5 60 113 I ^'
50 80 113 1 .2
I 10 100 J-l 3 I . 2
I 55 I?0 II? I .1
n 10 140 112 I.I
3 00 160 115 1.3
3 05 180 113 I .-^
5 I 5 195 112 T Ta. . J-
6 00 200 no I .0
7 30 220 1 T OX <^ I.I
The end of th:- tliei'i.xuCuuple ?vas then xla^ced thr-?e fourths
of the ".-a.-"- into the furns.ce. The temperature rose to 225^ and
reLiaineu there as a majcimum. The thermcccui,le v/as thsx; pl^c.
one quarter of th''- '-'^i:- into the furnace. The temperature fell
tr. T const.-^rt of ^^159 'lence the variation in temperature with-
in ti.e furn:>.c v./as about lO"' for heating coil /'I .
Coils pne and Tjvo Combined.
The end of the theri.LOCouple was pla^^' ?t the center of
the furnace ':/ith -^/''^ fcllo'-virg results :-
Time
Hours ]..inutes Temperature Volts Amperes
C; 107 2.4
13 40 104 2.2
20 60 98 2.0
Q 30 80 lOI 2.1
40 100 106 2.3
51 120 104 2.2
I 03 140 104 2.2
1. 18 160 105 2.3
I 34 180 lOI R.I
I 54 200 105 2.3
2 15 •••:20 107 2.4
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Ti:.:e
curs Minutes Temperttti.re Volts Amperes
o
^ > 34 240° lOG ^ 2*5
o 53 260 107 2.4
.3 10 •^80 107 2.4
ouu TP)A 9 Ar .
3 43 320 108 2.-i
5 340 lOS 2.4
4 30 35 C 106 2 .
3
5 00 350 106 2.3
The end of the thermocouple was thei: plac e.f) three
of the ^"ay into tl'e furnace. The teiviperciture renjr.ined at 350
,
but xvhen the thermocouple was placed one foufth oi tne '."/ay
into the furnace the temperature fell to 340*^ .As ahove th-^
ter;pera.tuxe 'vithin the furnr'.c ..s constant within 10° or to
I^for the last h^lf of the furnace.
Coi ls Gri^e, Two . and Three Combined .
The end of the thermoccux.le 'jvas placed at the center of
the furnace v/it! f • •^'llowii,^, ..osults:-
Time
hours Minutes Temperature .-.^.o.; Aiiiperes
r-.
\j 25° 100 3.2
10 40 102 3.2
15 50 no 3 • 6
22 80 no 3 .
6
07 10 106 Z ,1 IS.1 • 'i-
32 120 106 3.5
r,
V./ 39 140 106 3.45
45 leo 102 3
.
2
52 ISO 106 3.45
I 03 200 105 3.4
I 14 220 103 3.3
I 25 240 10 3 3.3
I 37 260 104 3.3
I 52 260 lOI 3.2
2 97 300 10 5 3.4
2 27 320 103 3.3
o 50 340 106 3.2
3 15 360 107 3.5
4 00 3S0 no 3.6
4 40 400 105 3.4
10 4^0 10^ 3.45
10 440 lOf 3 .
1
T-'curs 'Tirmtes Ternx erature Volts Aii;peres
450^ 108
108
8
9
10
00
460
460
Witl^. tlie therFiCCoia,.le three fourths of th into the
furnace tave te.iipercxtur e remaine^^. 460°,wh-i.]e fourth cf the
'.;cv it fell to 450^. Again the temperature of the furnace .vas
furnace which liLdts of variation are tnerefore constant
Accordin2l3'' th-:^ hcj.l: tvh-'='s •'fere -^.I'^^yg xl---C--l t,},:' half
of the furnace acljaceij.t vv t. r seaied end -.here the tei.ipera.tur
'.'as found to he constant and not suhjgct to thf^ 10^ variation
noted ah eve
.
This furnace n'lade at h low cost of time a,nd iiiaterials wa,s
found to he ver--- p'fficient in the investigati.. . . oost for
e1 e 1 r i c i t :,- , v/he ii a ..iaxiraui.. o ..,;^.icit- c f three coils is used is
onl-^' a'bnu+ three cents per hour calculated at the ra-te cf te:
cents ler kilowatt hour. In the imniiulation of ^:he heatino*
+ he teiuperature desired ::.oxc- liUioi.h reach Uoin^ all
three cc'.ls conihined.and maintained 'vith th'* '^-'d of resistance
or hy alternatel;' svitching on and off coils.
found to he constant to wit-i.iii lO'^or 1"^ for tl-^e last half of
for all teinperatures h etween md460o
{
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9:^eneral iietiiod c_f l?.pjf-]3. ?JpGedur_e arid Analysis, _of ^pdiict^s
.
In order to fir^d the test conditions under •.v.iicii tc stud:;
the rearrangement .preliniinarjr runs and anal-sis were first
i;!r.de, at different temperatures a.-d for varrirr- lengths cf
time. The results are recorded "below, on this basis 220- 30^'fcs300
vere decided upon as tiie "best temperatures at which to study
the effect of tine and pressure on the rearrangement.
At these temperatures larger ciiarges were used and several
hoc:.bs often run simultaneously. This gave sufficient material
tc allo-.v for the withdrawiil of check portions for the purpose
of analT'-sis and also sufficient master ial that a study of the
individual amines present might l^e nuade
.
Accurateljr weighed charges '-.•ore sealed in homu tuhes of
>:nown volume and hea-ted under the conditions recorded.
The homhs carefully/ incased in iron tuhes vere first opened
\>l- placing the tip in tnc flame of tne "blast lamp. In the case
of the m.ethyl and dimethyl anilines themselves, the products
were removed h-' ether extractiori directly. V.Tnile ir. the o_-s*
of methyl aniline hydrochloric trimethyl phenyl ai.ji.wniu-
chloride and iodide, an ether extraction was first ma.de tc
remov any? free ami;-.:"
,
h3''dr ocarhons
,
alkyl halides or other
ether suluole suhstances. The remainder of the iDomh charges
v/hich should consist of tne hydrochlorides of the ardnes wit.
quaternary' amines was then rer.oved ''oy water extractior,, tl.e
extract evaporated to dryness on the steam "bath ai-.d carefull.
V,' C i^-,- - 1 d «
I'rom this dry product tv/o accurately weigheu check jcr-

tions {^;enarally seven to nine grars each) were withdra\7n an:.
treat'o.. ith sufficient (l-IO) sodiuin carbonate solution to
completel:.^ literate the amines. The aiuines thus set free were
extrac ted wi th e the r , dr i e d over anhydr cus s o diurn sulphat e
,
the ether evaporated, and the a^.ines left accuratel.:- weighed.
To each portion of the aR-ines was then applied the quantitative
separation into classes V - •oenzene sulphon-l chloride as devcl-
cped atove. in the case of these unknown amines it '.7as carried
on as fcllo^'/s .
To the mixture irT
-.rrdnes .-...s c.v.v.ed t-venty-five cubic centi-
meters of (I-IO) sodium carbonate solutionv and three times
tiieir '.veight of benzene sulphonyl chloride. This '.^as shai-en
vigorously for ten minutes and the:. . potassium hj'-droxide
solution added with c ooling_^ until flooculent w>ite precipi-
tate bega,n to form to aid in the formation of Cdi^ir-SOoC^F
and also to destro- co:.^_etel:. any excess of the chloride pres-
ent. The solution was diluted sli.htly and extracted with ether
to rer.-iov5 the disulphon:^ derivatives of the primrv- amines,
sulphonyl ueriv;,tivr.s of the secondary amines, and the free
tertiar amines present.
The extracted mixture was refluxed for . ... hjuj
.;iy:.
sodium s'lcoholate solution, made by dissolvin^i tiiree grams of
metallic sodium in forty cubic centimeters of nint-"-five Per-
cent lco: ol. This changed the disu_L.,onyl derivatives of Uie
priiuary bases to the mono- sulphonyl sodium. sa.lts which are sol-
uble in water. Accordinn-l- distilled water wis added
"otal volume up to one liuncreu un< fifty cubic cent iiue ters
.
This solution was extracted with ether removiy second-.
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sulphorxyl derivative^:: the frv.^e tertiary/ aLiines. The solu-
tion rcLiainiiig
,
^.xi^iii..'^ ^li-w^line solutiw/.. vsvjIc ..^de
: Old '.vith iiydrociiluric acid, and each extra,cted with ether,
thus remcvin£-; all the prirriarv sulphom'^l derivatives.
The mixture of secondai':" derivatives ^-.n : free tertiary-
•Mjiines was freed from ether and treated with thirty-five cuhic
centimeters of concentrate:', hydrochloric acid ( st: , gr . 1. 19),
formng the hydrochloride of tiie tertiary amines. The secon-
dary derivatives v/ere then reiiioved hy ether extraction, a.nd
the acid residue m3.de alka.line '''it'- -clid potassium hydroxide
(to keep down the volume). The tertiarjr "base thus set free v/cis
extrac ted >vi th e the r .
In ever ' case 'where a sutst.u.c was removed by ether ex-
traction, at lea.st three extractions were :.iade and the com-
bined extra,cts dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate. This sod-
iuiii sulphate after pourin^^;; off the s^.^utijii ,
..s .-I -jo
washe th^e>; times with ether and the washings added to the
original solution so that none of the product desired was lost.
It is tnua obvious tha"^ in the course of ... single analysis
average of fort^^ ether extractions were iiiade
.
In accord with this general statement the resu}.t=!
--r--^ re-
corded celc'v under the-: folloving heads:- Keating Conditions;
Originfil Charge; V/t
. of Ether Extract; Wt . of Water Extract;
Pree Amines; Pri-.mry Derivatives; Secondary- Derivatives; Pree
Tertiary Amines.

(a) Ifetliyl aniline h.v drochloride at 190-200° for two hours
Eomb opened witxiout isressure .
Time
Hours Ilinutes Teniperature
25^
45 I&5
55 2G0
I 15 190
I 30 195
'
2 10 200
o 35 190
2 45 200
3 00 195
,rigincil Charge
4.1846
Prinmry
I'erivativ(?s
±jther Extract V/ater Extract Pree Amines
••nil" 4.0600 2.65CG
Secondary
Derivatives
Free Tertiar^
Amines
I .3518 3.2576 .5948
The Llue dye characteristic of diL:et].r;-l aniline was present
''.'ith the tertiar" rases
.
(t) llethyl a,niline hydrochloride at 240-50° for two hours
Keating Conditions.
Temperature.
T irne
J-Iours -.linutes
25°
240
250
240
250
240
250
250
* In all cases following the figures ref;.r tu
original Charge 3Ither Lxtract V/ater ixtract
8.1943 "nil'' 7.70^^0
I 5
I 10
I 45
2 15
2 25
2 50
3 05
Pree Amines
4 .9190

rerivs.tives Derivatives Ar.ines
2.7532 5.5780 i.c3l0
The blue dye also present in the tertiary ajnines.
i'a) :.:et}r-l -.rllir.? ]--drccMorici e at 290-300^' for two and
one ha.1f hour s .
Heating Conditions.
Time
Hours a.Iinutes Temperature.
c 25"
I 25 290
I 30 300
I 45 290
2 05 300
2 20 290
2 40 300
9 50 300
3 25 290
3 50 300
Sc opened v/ith pressure and the
".''hat chc.rred.
^jriginal Charge
9 .4358
Pririiar-'
Derivatives
Ether Extract
"nil"
Sec Gri'-..^_.r„
Derivatives
Y/ater Extract Free Amine
8.6700 5.8035
^ ret Terti2.ry
Ar;dnes
7.5520 2.0396 1.5686
iio "blue dye was present with the amines. Another run was ma;dc
holding ter.rr.erature
-at 290-300° for twent:^ hours, hut the
charge '.vas turned to a complete char.
(d) He thyl aniline hydrochloride for tv/c hours at 340-350
Keating Con-li tions .
Temperature
.
Time
I-ours TTinutes
I
I
o
45
00
25^
240
350
340
i
3
3
30
4C
10
45
350°
355
340
350
The origina.1 charge of 5.6720 grarris was hurned to such char
that neither ether y.or water extr.ictions v/culcl reiiLOve suffi-
cient suh stances for analysis.
These. exi..eriiuents show that ;he res-rrangenient is to he
carried on, '.vithout serious decorapos j tion , it liOist be done at
300° or helow.

1 1 1 ?\.i nal Eproer i m^e rit_s <
r.:-q3erimerjt I. r.lethyl Aniline Il^^drochloride at 200-^10
igiit 8.nd one half iicurr 3 •
Keating C cndit ions
.
Tiiie
Hour s Minut(?s Temperature
35°
OQ 40
30 60
I 40 150
2 10 165
p 30 185
2 45 200
4 45 200
7 45 210
II i 5 210
Th.e 'bomlis opened without pressure and the charges were
light 3'ellovv and tremsparent in appearance.
Original
Charj^es
18.606
17 . 478
-'0
.7 42
Sure: 5". 82
6
Lomb
Volume
120 cc
.
120
120
Ether
Txtrp.c t
"nil"
Y.'ater Extract
Corahined
55.^75
immher
lJuinber
I
Check
Portions
6)
. 4 6 3
6.306
Priinar:"
Derivatives
Free
An-ines
5.789
5.722
Secondary
Derivatives
B.IC^
7 .&'?8
Percent of
Check Portions
Ob . -^0
68.89
Free Tertiar
Amines
I .465
I .422
A hill- d- p ' resent in the tertiary amines . The prese.
of the hlue a. c is convincing proof of the synthesis of di-
me 1 c.niline hydrochloride in the homh from th:- methyl ani-

the following tertiary amines when treated with benzene sul-
j_>hon''-l chlori ls under the conditions ci' - anc..l:'sis failed
to give a blue dye:- diethyl anilin, diprop^-l ai^ilin, diLiethyl
toluidin (ortho) and dimethyl toluidin \.para) . Ho meta com-
;i_-0unds v/ere experiri.eiited with since no ob servant ions ha,ve war-
rented tlieir synthesis by the Hofmann rearrangement. It -''as
unnecessar;/ to experiment further with amino poly-meth^-l ben-
zenes, since only three u.\. ^ groups can enter the ri. d
only in th-? t-.v-o ortho and the para positions B.lresAy tested.

Experiment ?* ".leth^^'l Anilint Hydrocliloride at 220--230°
for forty-eight hours.
Keating Conditions.
Time
Hours Tlinu.tes Tempera
X 20 ^:'00
I 30 220
4 30 220
6 00 220
8 00 230
10 00 230
12 00 ''30
14 30 230
16 30 215
18
.
30 215
''I 30 220
2:"' 30 220
-TO 30 220
31 00 230
32 30 230
34 30 230
^6 30 230
3S 30 230
40 00 230
43 00 230
47 30 :^20 •
49 30 '•20
The honit'S opened without pressure and the charges were
light yello'.v and transparent in appearance
Original Lomb Ether Water Extract
Charges Volume Extract Combined
19 .380 130 cc
.
19.36-^ 130 "trace" 76.770
20.703 130
19 .507. 130
Sum = 78.9 52
It is to be noted that the charges in aJLperin.ents i ...iU
such as to leave nea.rl:- the saiae volume of vapor space in
end' experiment.

L'umber Check Free Percent of
Portions Amines Check Portions
I 13.545 9.140 57.45
16.395 10.993 67.04
lIuLiOer Primary/ Secondary irse Tertiar;.-
Lerivatives Perivatives Aiuines
I 4.775 12.001 2.IS3
5.640 14.23"' 3.177
The "blue dye was aga,in formed showing as liefore the syn-
thesis within the bomh of dimethyl anilin hydrochloride from
the initial methyl anilin h'-drochloride
.

I^XT erir.ient 3. i ietiiyl Anil in Hydrochloride at
ninty- s ix hour s
.
Heating Conditiorjs .
Time
^0-?30^ for
Hours Ilinutes Tempera
O f^O
10 190
I 20 210
I 30 220
5 30
10 15 2 30
11 30 230
13 30 '::30
15 30 ^30
17 15 230
20 iO 220
24 00 220
29 30 no ^
34 15 230
35 30 230
3'^- 15 230
39 15 230
40 40 230
43 10 225
47 15 215
52 30 220
50 00 230
59 10 230
61 00 230
63 15 230
65 10 230
68 30 220
72 00
7 e 30 225
81 00 2 30
83 00 230
15 230
87 30 230
86 45 230
92 20 225
95 30 225
97 30 230
The "boriit s ot:. - .
v/ere ol tc'.ii:e. .1
.
'ithout pressure ixad transparent products

jrigiTial
Charges
I; oino Lther "^ater Extract
Volume Extract Combined
16.639 120 CG .
IQj^^I. 1 .30 0. "trace'' 34 . 7 1
2
Sum r35.0C0
lluir-l-er Check Free Percent of
Porticjns Aii-ines Check Portion
1 9.434 6.049 64.12
2 9.'^9'"- 6.014 64.72
Uuitfoer Prirnar;;' Secondar:" Free Tertiar
Derivatives Derivatives Amines
1 2.781 9.251 I.0I9..-'
2 2.588 0.309 I. 0185
The ulue d; >^ "'-s also present -.vith the tertia^r^r amines
this experimeiit shov/ing the presence of dimethjrl anilin

E:q.eriiiient 4. liethyl Ani:;.ine iv^drochloride for t^vo hours
at .^40 t3^50*^.
Keatirg Conditions.
T iine
Hours Uinutes Temperature
25^
2 45 ^^40
2 55 250
3 55 .'^SO
4 55 P50
The bonlbs opened without pressure and the charges were
light yellow and transpcirent in a-ppearance.
original ..ol> Ether Water Extract
Charges Volume Extract Coiuoined
IQ .880 120 CO
.
20.099 120 " "nil" 59.694
_20_^508 120 "
Sum =60.587
Nuinber Check Eree Percent of
Portions Amines CheC.- Portion
1 1^.112 8.324 68.7
2 12.099 8.054 c6.6
ITunfcer Primary Secondary Erae Tertiar
Derivatives Derivatives Amines
1 ^ . -?46 II . 387 I .419
2 3.995 10 . -903 I .885
Tjie blue dye was also present with the tertiar-r amines
in this experiment

Exii-eriment 5. /leth::! Aniline iiydrochloride at 300° for
tjfjree hours
.
I-Iours -''inutes Temperature.
S5^
I 45 290
1 300
2 15 f?95
2 20 300
2 50 S95
3 10 300
3 30 295
3 45 300
4 05 295
4 25 300
4 55 300
The boEib product had a solid hla.ck appearance, but onl;;
sl_i£a;l::_t pressure could oe noted vd;en the 'bonib was oi;ened.
Original Charge Lomb Volume Lther Extract Water Extract
19.0170 140 cc . "trace" io.545
jmber Check
Portions
±! r ee
Amines
Percent of
Check Portion
10 .(013
8.53^
5.765
4 .935
57 .59
57 .84
iluiRoer Primary
Terive.t ives
Secondary
Lerivatives
Pree Tertiar^'
Amines
1
2
6.915
6 .072
I .053
.790
2 . 3'M
I .733
ITo blue dve was forned with the tertiarj'- amines.

LxTeriment 6. :ieth: l Aniline Hydrociiloride at 7)0(P for
foiir hours.
Heating Conditions
.
Time
'iours Ilinutes Tempera
^025
I 45 295
I ,50 300
o 10 295
30 300
2 50 295
3 05 300
3 55 295
4 15 300
5 00 295
5 25 300
5 'x5 295
The "bomb product bad a solid iDlack appearp.nce, but only
slight pressure coui;, he notea vjhex: - ti^e boi^ib w^is o^.ened.
Original Charre Bomb Value Ether Extract Water Extract
18.735 140 cc. "trace'" 18,748
Kumb.er Check i'ree Percent of
Portions Amines Cb?c]' "Portion
I 9.810 6.170
8.938 5.705 53.83
ITumber Prirna.r-'.^ Secondary Free Tertiar;
Derivatives Derivatives . Amines
1 7,726 1 . 751 2.365
2 7. 311 1.440 2.287
i^o blue d'^e was formed with the tertiary amines.

X- or merit 7 , ;...et/ ;;i A.ii
Heating Conditions. I
Hours
'
'ini.i tes Tempertiture . !
25°
I
I 10 200 1
05 28©
2 10 290
o 25 300 i
3 20 295
3 45 300
5 10 ''95
5 35 300
6 25 295
6 50 300
7 295
7 50 300
o 10 300
Tile tcniu charge, had t?ie same a.ppearance as in experiments
5 arid 6 , 'out there was more pressure in the "bomb.
Original Bomh Ether Water Extract
Charges Volume Extract Combined
18.537 140 cc
.
"trace'' 34.^^75
16 .478 i 7/''^ cc .
Z 35.015
ITumber Check Eree Percent of
Portions Amines Check Portion
I 8.892 5.360 59,13
9.553 5.760 59.67
Primary Secondary Free Tertic-.r
derivatives le r i V:Lt ive s Ai.ii r; e s
T 0.178 I.;-' ^^7 2.656
r-\
<- 5.775 1.313 2.944
No bli
;
e d./e was formed with the tertiar?.' amines.

Aniiiuo ..3'Clrocijlcride at ^^^0-'-''^0^
for twelve hcurs
.
?Ie rt i nr. C ond i t i o ri s .
Time
Mours V'inutes
?,5
I 05 210
I 10 220
2 05 220
3 10 227
4 55 230
5 50 230
7 30 230
lO 30 ''30
13 10 ,'\30
The >!GT.:> QT.ened without pressure and had the sai..tf trans-
parent appearance noted in e^^rper inien ts I to b.
Original Bortfo Ether Water
Charge Voluine Extract Lxtract
14.983 150 cc . •nil" 14.353
Euniber Che-1: I-ree Percent of
Portions Ai:dnes Check Portion
1 6.919 4.750 68.65
2 7.434 5.123' 68.91
ijuiuher Primar.y Secondar;'- Free Tertiar^.'
Cerivatives Derivatives Amines
1 2.684 5.990 8.745
2 2.. 821 6.451 0.922
The hlus d-'T characteristic of dimethyl aniline was pres-
ent in the tertiary ai.-ines,

i:iq.eriTnent 9. "i.Iethyl Aniline Pb-drochloride at 2-^0-2^0^
for twelve hours
.
The heating conditions were, identical with ex^-eriment VIII
'..his exx- er irr.ent ho'.vever differs from VIII in that a hornh tuhe
of one half tlie volume v/as used for an equal charge. This gave
;:L study of the volume (pressure) effect upon tr-e rearrange-
ner. t
.
Bomb Volume Ether i^xtract V/ater Extract
75 cc . "nil" 14.376
Original Chiarge
14.881
iumter
I
2
Check
Portions
6 .?7?
8 .104
xree
Amines
4 . 32
5.48Q
Percent of
Check Portion
57 .46
67 .73
llumher Primary Secondary Free Tertiary
Eerivatives Perivatives Amines
I
o
2 . 242
2.770
6.014
7 .682
.974
0.9 35
The "blue d^'e Wcis also received in tln^ terti,?„r-' amines in this
experiment
.

Bxpe^riment 10. Pure Meth'l Aniline at 330-340^ for three
hours
.
Heatinr-r. Conditions.
Time
Hours Liinutes Temperature
G 30°
I 15 260
3 15 330
4 10 340
5 15 330
The loL^bs oy-ened without rjressure a.n'1 appeared unchanged
1-Iuniber Orisinal Loml:. Ether Lxtract
Chs^rges Volume
1 P.. 472 25 ec . 2.063
2 2.652 25 cc. 2.335
iluml-er Primar.v Secondar-/ Theoretical Percent
Derivatives Derivatives Secondar," Yield
Derivatives
1 "tra.ce" 4.5'>4 4.541 96.0
2 "trace" 5.219 5.390 96.82
It is evident that sli(^;ht deconipositicn took place in
this exper indent but the 96 an-- 96.8 -'-ields, beir£- ••ithin
e:>q:>er iment?.l error gives conclusive proof tliat no rearrange-
L^ent has tzi^cen place. This is further shown \v the fact that
n^j tertiar;" a::-.: only tr.::icesl?)oi:' pr iiiiar;''- aminos n-ere found.

Zxperimerxt II. Pure BiDeth.yl Aniline at 350-360^ for
trvelve r cur s .
iiea.ting Ccnditicns.
Time
Hours Minutes '1 Ciup e ratu r e
30*^
1 55 300
o 15 340
4t5 350
A
-X 45 350
5 45 360
7 15 350
9 45 ' 340
13 50 360
14 15 350
Ths 13011* opened viitr slight i_ressure. incUcatiii,..-; soLie de-
composition.
Original Clmrge BoniV Volu>:ie Ether Extract
19.208 liO cc . 16.996
Check Prinury Secondvar:" Tree 'ierti..:i;
Portions Deriva,tives Perivatives Aiaines Percent
4.06 3 "nil" 0.601 3.557 87.54
4.556 "nil" 3.613 83.69
The fact that no prini^.ry c^jr.ixxt s a,rt- received ;i^uive.s it
evident tnat there has "been no rearrangement but only partis-
..ecomDosition of th?' dimeth'"l aniline.

Experiment 12. Plien;^'-! TrimetA'! Arrjiacniuni Chloride-
twel^-e hours at '^?0-50'^'.
heatiri-; conditio. :s were the same as those in Experi-
iiieiit VIII . The 'bomb opened with considerahle pressure and upon
the d-ddition of -.vater an oil separated out which \"'ds extracted
'.vith ether. The water soluti^.^ ..3,^5 cV..;;^_.r..."C£ tw dr ..cs« axid
weighed . F.esults:-
Original Bomb Ether Water
Charge Volume Extract Extract
15.975 T50 cc. 4.431 10.
This oil removed Iv- the ether extract ^.-Vc; j.negative resuxOo
with the Eeilstein tept for halogens. It hoiled constant at
189^. The water extract wa? made al;'-.:.,line and extracted with
ether. Traces o :' ^il were rcceiveci.
Experiment 13. Phenyl Trineth/1 Ariijnonium Iodide for t'A'elve
hours a-^. "^^0- 30° .
The heatinr: conditions were the same s,s those in Experiment
12. The 'boinh opened without pressure and on addition of
smll amounts 0:^ -r.- :il -^'ere o^serr , . 1
_^
revented furt-^-x
analysis. The significance of these experimeii ts will he discusr
ed later.
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In order to check the analytical work in tiie siniplest
manner possii^le, before recourse to a^ny interpretation of re-
sults, the follo-/ing system was adopted. Tne "/eight of tne free
arrdne ciiarge for aacn anal3/sis was made tne standr^ra, as tnese
cneckea eacxi otner witnin !/<; . Tne roiiowmg sys-ceiu oi raoiob
wctci caxcuxcxoca lor eacn Ciiecii anetxysiw. J?or liie prixiiary aiuxiies
Liie ratxo \vo.^ oi Pr liila.r::^ _I)er i:yativ:e.i, ^or secondary aiidnes tne
wt. 01 li'ree Arrdne Charge
ratio V/t. of Secondary Derivative, and for the tertiary amines
V/t . of Pree Ajiiine Charge
the ratio Y/t « of Free Tertiary ALiine
.
wt . of Free Aiiiine Charge
The results are recorded in t/;e Sui'un-ir I Delow:-
Suinmarj^ I
.
Rat i o s
TsiiK) . Time Avy . ' Primary Secondary Tertiar
Volume (Ij i2j (^iv) U) (2) (avj U) ['^) (avj
200-10° 6.5 nr. lOI 0.51 0.51 0.51 I.4C 1.38 1.39 0.25 0.248 0.2
ooo_30 48 " 110 0,0'^^ 0.51 9.515 1. 31 I.3S x . 30 0,23 0.28 0.2
220-30 96 " 105 0.45 0.44 0,45 1 .53 1 .55 I . o4 0,17 0.18 0.1'/|p
240-50 2 " 100 0.51 0.49 0.50 1.39 1 ,35 1.3? 0.17 0,'^3 0.2C
300 3 " 120 1. 21 i.23 1.22 p.I8 0.16 0.17 0.40 0.35 0.3
300 4 " 120 1,25 1.28 1.26 0.28 0.24 0.26 . 38 0.40 0.3?
300 6 " 120 0.96 I .00 0.98 0,23 0.23 0.'"'3 0.49 0.51 0.5C
320-30 12 " 135 0.56 0.55 0.55 1 .26 1.26 1 .26 0.16 0.18 O.I
220-30 12 " 60 0.53 0,50 0.52 1 .42 1.40 1 .41 0.23 0,17 0.2C
A review of the results for Experiments I and II under ea>;h
class of amines shows tnat for tne priirLar^r amines the greatest
difference is tnree parts in fifty-tnree or six percent, for
tne twelve hour run at '^20-230° ir; a boml) ivith gaseous volume
of sixty cu'cic centimeters. On the other hand if the difference
from the a,verages of these experiments is taken, the greatest
difference "between the check results fora-single determination
is onl7 tnree percent. Similarl;'" for the secondary amines the

m
::^.test difference is four p.irts in f-vent"- eight or fourteen
percent for the four hour run at 5i:0^ - Un considering tl^e av-
?ra£e values difference of seven percent is found to Tr-e t.ie
greatest difference ^^et-eer t: - "r-^c chech .-^.o.lts of a ;-;iven
cuiperirncnt
.
i-or tne tertiary aiiiines, the greatest difference
is six parts in twent'-- three or twenty-six percent, givinjy
the greatest difference as twelve percent from th- c.vera^,
results. It should he horn in mind however that in the deter-
mination of the tertiar.^- amines for all experiments at 250° cr
less the Hue d'-e interferes witn the accuracr of the deter-
mination, l;ut however to an extent less than this maximum error
for this single determination. The perce:.t differences ret'-ver:
the Chech results for cI,. other runs are. x I9>. v 12'
4/
,
lO;^ giving an average difference hetween the chech results
-f seven percent cr a difference of three and one half percer/t
Vetween the average; results.
Ohviously, the analytical 'vork on which the conclusions of
this thesis are hased does no": p'.sse- tc tal error greater
1- v-rce.i.t, letween the checjr. results for any single ru^;,
wnich is _rr: rf consideration in ' ing conclusion.
That -his should he the case is horn ou" " - z: 1 tical re-
sults ohtained v/ith known amines discussed in sec t icn i^ive
.
13
.
Interpretati o n of tr An r -tical Date, from tre Kof£;ann
hearrangeirent
.
T:-o ly-potlesis advanced in the theor'?tical par o ox tuis
thesis prstulates that methyl anil, ydrochloride rearranges
in the quaternary stage only. This vie'" necessitates ^;
-
r-.^..
...^a;^.. :. ai..et. iiin i-vcrochl ori de
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:^nd aniline wit.- txie su'oseciuent cl'uMige of ti'^is product into
phen:-'-l trimethyl armi'ioniuni cnloricle with, the further forniatiion
of fre - • r.ilir.e . For each molecule :-f ..u.^.ternar " coirxcur.:'^
forme u, tv-'o ir.olecules of p.nilin must oe produceu m ordtr t^
furnish sufficient methyl groups. If the rearrangement occurs
in the ouaternarAr st^ye tl:e; first product of the rearrangement
should he dimethyl amino mathyl Lenzene . V.'hen all of the sec-
ondary amine has "been changed to this product h;"- the ahove re-
actions and rearrangement, t'"'.'c t?ird= hc'".h contents
should he aniline.
iut if the mechanism hy which meth:'! a,niline hydrochloride
is cha.ng.^'Cl t I'nis .^uaternar c .-p'ound consist s ii. the dissoc-
iation of m^ethyl r.nilin h'-drochloride into meth3''l chloride
riline '''ith subsequent hijrher rneth'^'lation of the secondary
imm.;
,
t.ie ij.ethyl chloride until the c^uatyrnary stage is
reached, it is evident th£?.t the first product of the rearran;-
ment, th--- tertiar" amine or its hydrochloride, ;:_l&o dissoc-
ia.te changing to a. secondary and finall^-, a primary amine. In
changing to the i^rimar^-'. ai..ine two mcls of methyl chloride ar._
dissoci'-.ted so th?;t it "•-ecomes evid'-n-^ th^'t th5» finrl product
amino
of the rtarrangerxient should be priKLa',.,, wth nzenes, if nc
decomposition talces place. Th. t is, no anilin? A'ould fina^lly
be found
.
From the experimient consisting of a twent''- hou.:- a,t SOO'-
it is evident that decompositions will prevent final completion
of rearrangemient this temperature, f"^' ix. - e..;,. cr i:..-nt
decompositions "'ere the predomxinate reactions.
0.
. ; h7?nd , for r<=s^\r rangements -^^ lo'ver temperatures
OfllOA
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for short tirae intervds i^vident t? ^ j:. i.;
fraction^ --i"! consist ^. .^r;iliue, if r:ct entirel-.-.
Similarly the secondar;-' amines will consist mainly, if irxot
entirely cf meth-^1 anilire. These facts v.'-ill be shown in the
-.i.-.lytiGal data r s c^ aJ increase in the j^. rcent of T;riinar
ar.ur.c'S to d. rnaxirriuFi corresponding to tv/o molecules of aniline
:-.entioned \vith suhsequent --ecrease o"^ secondar;-'' airanes. In ti,e
case of the secondary auines there should "be a stead; decrease
if. the percent found as the- rearrangement proceeds, with a pos
sitle hut n ver^- prohahle increase when the rrir-^^.r" arine
has reached its Liaxiirium, since 'vhen free anili-x. is i..eth./iate '
h;. meth"l chloride under the conditions of the experiment, it
proba.hl'- :~oes rapidly to th: :;uaterr.ar sta.-re , Thich in turn
rapidly rea.rranges , since at liie iiioiuent oi its formation its
chance cf rearr-angement is "best.
Since r - primary p.n ' =. ^^condar^'- amines are "feiglied as the
sulphonyl derivatives of uxunown amines, while the tertiarj
amines are weighed in the free sts.te, it is impossible to cal-
culate the 7: ere en t c primar secondar- .:. es formed in
the rearrangement until their nature lias been determined, un-
less the'' consist of aniline an'" meth^^l aniline res;- ectively
.
-hie offers a j-reliminary method howevwx
,
«y a ct.LCl,
problem of the interp^retation 01 the analytical data given
above. If this interpretation is correct the sum of th? ra.ti-s
, f primar.-, secondary ano. tertiarj'^ atiines to the total free
amines in each experiment shoul(^ equal 1. 00 within M-e limits
e:q:.^'/: -ntal error as discussed under Summary I. Accord^.-
,
1 ' the following SumiTia.r: II ; en prepar - is basic-
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from 8iiini]ic?..r"' ^ 1^ ;.UAltiT '1;' eight latios
.-'le fraction ^"ole culcir Wt « of Aniline
'x'.olecular Wt . of SiAlpiion3'-l Deriv,
95 r 0.39Q s.nd the weight ratios of the secondare'- amines h^"-
233
y^l^r.i. • - -; .-:-^th'-l Anili!,- = 107 = 0,433. The fell...
Mol . Wt . "of Sulphon;:'! Derivative "vfT"
taole gives t.^e results of these calculat ior.s . it i _ " ^
that a CK^ a,ddition causes a cliange of from 15. for adaition of
197 ('o'?^
meth"-! to methyl anilin a,nd I_5^ for the addition cf meth;'^! +:
{C^^jr, or x^y c.iiCL i-O);. respectively/- each heixxi^ ^^jj^^^zcj:
-3
than the exxierimental error cf six percent.
SuFiiiiar;'-^ li .
Temp T ime
'^^^-10 S.ohr
-30-30 48 "
:20-30 9 3 "
'^40-50
300 3 '•
300 4 "
300 5 "
2r:0-30 12 "
'^'^0-30 12 "
Vol
101
no
105
100
I'^'O
120
1^0
I 35
eo
Primrv as
?ree Aniljne
^I) (^') (av)
O.^^O 0.20 0.'"'0
O.':^! 0.20 0.21
0.18 0.18 0.18
0.'->0 0.20 0."0
0.48 0.-;Q 0.49
0.50 0.51 0.51
0.38 0.40 0.39
9.23 0.">2 0.22
O.'^I 0.. -^r. O.'-'I
Free Tertiar
as Pound
2)
Secondary as
Pree Ileth 1
Aniline
U) (2) (av) {X, V
V).6I 0.60 0.60 0.25 0.25 0.25
0.57 0,55 0,5G 0.^3 0.28
0.6G 0.67 0.0'r 0.17 0.18 '
0.60 0.53 0.57 0.17 0.^3 O.'^O
0.08 0.07 0.07 0.40 0.35 . ''•7
0.21 0.11 O.ll 0.38 0.40 .
O.IO O.IO O.IO 0.49 0.51 0,50
0.54 0.54 0.54t 0.16 0.18 0.17
.61 . "I . "I ^- . ---^ .1^ .
18)
HO. Sum of Priniary, Secondary and Tertjar^
1 0,rQ-t .60+0.25 I .05*
.r | + .57+0 .26 1.03*
3 0.1.8*. 0.57^0.17 1 .0-*
4 ."^0-1-0 .5'' + .20 .97*
.^9 +. .08+0 .38 .94
0.51 0. lit 0.39 I .01
7
. 39 .101"0 . 50 a* .99
8 O.-^"'^ 0.55't'0.I7 ,94*
c
.2i«f .6rr .20 I .02*
(9)
Percent of
Error
5>e
3^
-6^
r,..i..citicns hut does rj:,t*The hlue d-"-e was for;.,..-.u i,. c- .or.
appear to influence the results .o;reater than tne experimental
error since i: determinations Where no hlue'd-'-e
-.vas forir.t
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the total srrcr of analysis is ]vjactic_i::l
Jrom the ta.ble it is obvious tii^^t the fractional ratio?
of the fre3 araines to the. i•-itic^l ch:^r..-es has V-e^used rathe..
tnan the oc-rcentag'-^ lorm of expression. So thaL t^.f 3uc\ of tl
fractions for each class of amines should equal unity '//ithin
Che limits of error, if the above assumption as to t.^i; /i^ tu-;
of the prima.r},^ and secondary amines is mrrented. Column (S)
sho'.vs this to be the case for every ex^
the primr_r^^ amine is found +.0. be ^-ipin
tiLe sfcc,Q.nd.ir7_ M^Jl': ^ie-&i_an^iliris_ tbe. c_onditions 0^
the present r ear
r
anpreriienjt
«
The conclusion as to the nature of the j^rin^ry and second-
ary amines is further supporte ? ^ the percu s of the r ri-
mary and secondar^- amines found in the various experiments.
Column (4) shows that r.li.- percentage of primar- amines increases
rapidly from ?0.4 for the experiments at temperatures belo-
2500,-.\dth the exception of the 96 hour run, to 51 ' t/?
.--.I... run au 300 which is the maximum per cer,^ fo- ^riiiic.r
found in an- experiment . For tlie 5 i.,
..t 3C0^ the priraar
aniline shows a decrease t;: '^9^
,
'Izicr b ^ ^^-i - - - - -o->--,-.- ..• ^-^
he predictiorjo iu.ale previousl.. .
The percentages of secondary amines (see coluvn 5) for th-
e:q)eriments below '^50- ho^f rr.. . , , ,, .
'-'Oui. v^.rxc^tioiis iroa rhis
mean with the possible exception of the. 96 hour run, is well
within the experimenta,l errcr. Ihiy percent falls rapid! - -^n
for the tiiree hour run at 300°, then increases t: ^I .
4 hour run at^30e fc2.1s ayai to 9.9>; for the 6 hour run

9aE
at 300°. This rehavicr is c.^^ .ccordance v-./itii the predic-
tions esr.d strikinf^ conf iri.i..tioi. tiiat the secondar-''' arrdne is
luethvl cinlliu, since it shoe's such a rapid decrease in ijexGent-
36 and such siigiit fluctuations at higher terjperatures .
CcluiiLa (c) qI\:,:M3 a fairl regular increase :. , ^^^^c
.
age of tertiar''- amines frora 17^' in th:-: case cf the 96 or I,? ?iour
runs at '^'50-30° to 50/ in t}'e c-se of the S hour run at 300°. he
cause of the formation of l. .. 'i-iu:... .:. at all te-iperatures less
than 250°, it would he more accurate to consider those experi-
ments' in which the hlue d. 'e , that is di-eth-l anilir
. C : ' .: t
form. These experiments which were at 300-' show a very r^tiuiar
increase in the percentage of tertiary' amines with the time of
heatinp;
.
Thus for three hours the --rcent^-- zf tertiar;?- amines
.._.s 36,., at 4 hours 39;;', and afte.: ^ .xours o.j)-o respectively. This
is entirely in accord with the theoretical discussion above,
showing that while the prim^j^r--
-r-'' secondary amines
creased in percentage the tertiary amines have steadii increase
The decrease in the percenta^; primry amines after tl: -
imuiii a/:.Gunt, would not be recorde..' - x
the tcirtiar '• amines out
,
rather he recorded by aa iricrease
, since
the disappearance of the primary amines immediately'- followed
appearance :f th- tertiar - amines,
ISThe Influence q - -. . Vari:; i .imo vpi;n the P.e^rr ,n veKur.
t
,
A summary of a" 1 the experiments carried on below ^^50° ex-
cept th' nirt si rv") • " '^o'^
v
withiiii experimental error, fox "h" prims.ry, seco..: " ter-
tiar- amines. The f'-.ct therefore is firml;''- establishpd that
.
'
th.-'^ gaseous volumes in th.- s ,o c..:^-^. . \ i--
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..
-ctic^.': 1"' tr'- sa:n? , th?..t a rar iation iii time of heatin? from
t'vo to fort ....jL._o I'^^cAio-"'^^^ effect course
".f the rearrangement. This sai.ie data further shows that a var-
iation in temT-era,ture 'bet'veen 200 an/' .?50° for t'vo to fcrt -~
eigh': -xuurs neating also has a negligihle effect.
Experiment 5 ir: ';hich. meth7l aniline h^'drochloride was heat-
ed for nint.7-six hours at "^.'PO-T-O'^ h;)'yeYer shcvs clearl-^' th t
the time of heating does sIl .ifluence t/.c course of tue re-
arrangement
.
In this exTjeriment the primarj/- amines ha.ve decreasc^d
fro--.j '"'0.45 to IS): or a. decrease of twent^''-four parts in tv/o I
-.rec. four or 12/-. , while the sscondary amines show an increase
from 5o/- to 67;-
,
an increase of nine parts in sixt::'-sev8n or
1 3/T
.
The tertiar - amines h -.^'r decre-sed from an average value
of "^2,0-/. in experiments one, t^/o, and four to 17. d;"'., a decrease
of five parts in 22, b or 22>. The most striking feature of Ex-
eriment ill is that it alone shows an increase in the percent
of secondar;" amines, e.nr] a decrease in hoth primary and ter-
tiar3r a.mines. All other experiments shO'^' a. stead-" decrease in
secondary amines. Finally it is :vi..ent Dhat incr easing uh. time
of heating between 200-250° from forty-eight to ninty-six hours
-
as caused a marked influence in thp cours- of the rearran.oie-
ment. Exj^oriments should ":-e conti.vuc.„ to test out the Lime fac-
tor more th.oroughly. In the series of e:>rperimients numbers 5,6,
at 300° the tim- heati, s decided facto.-. ..he per-
cent of primary amines f;.x 3,4, ' hours heating are 49,51,
an-- 39 respec tivel -
. The percent of secondary amines are 7.4,
-I, a:^ " I^^respectivel 'hiile for the tertiar ..mxnes 3b, 3^,
oO> are the respective results. The most striking fact a
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: series of Experiments i ^ that tl--^ vrim-rir:'- r^niines are con-
stant and maximum f-^_ ^ ^ c ^'oux I.our ri^/.-, u.: f.r
t:- .-3xt t^vo hours heating a decrease from the majcim.um 5lf t-^
3^,*^ or a decrea.s? of ^'^ o'bserved, while the percent of
-'.'C j.-d.tr .i-.a„eo .j..r rf t.. increase to a majcinium ir^„.. . tl.i-,',.
to the four hour run, tl^at is from V;' to llff. an increase of 36).,.,
but fall frnrn 11 +Q 10^:' by heating two more hours, - '-^ecr^ :-.=^e
:f lo; .
The percentages of tertiar.y amines for these experiments
show a stead-- increase froEi "^7 to ''^^ P^O"^ - +1--^ f -'-r-o-
9.11 -• six hour runs respectively, corresponding to increases of
''.5 for the three to four hour runs an for the four to
six hour runs, or a total increas.-- of 2Af .-^o :• an increase of
tl'.ree hours in heating.
In conclusior:
,
it is seen that the rearrangement is prac-
ticj.ll-- independent tn " Im-
-^-'V temperatures be' .
if this ti:ne does not exceed forty- eight hours, while at 300^
the time becomes a r-ost im.portant fp.ctor in the rearran.f-em.ent
,
causing variation in the percenta^ic : nature of t.^r-
_^:ro-
ducts for three to six oiirs heating.
I6iJill3iSi-lPJ?. Pi. Variable Vplura^ or_ Pressure upon the
Rearrangement a- thp Temperatures ^'^0- ^O*^ .
Tc stud" this effect experiments Vlllani IX were carried
out, in 'vhicn the gas volumes above the solid meth^-l aniline
hr^drochloride were approximately I35cc.and 60cc . Th-- results
.
"
'•:----s-- e:q:.eriments .f^ive "be percentages of priraar. .-.wi.ies
as ;y-y and 2If. respectively, while for the tertic .
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raaul'" spectively, '.vhicii results chec:: 'vith-
in the r:cper lir.e'':t':^l error, ^.'s.z-"iv,.~- th'.t ( jressure"^ ) v:''-')r,'^
.0 effect ux-Oii z.^^3& i /o classes of aidines . For Expexii^ent
the percent of secondary amines is tl'e same, witliin experiment-
al error as found for e:crjerinients 1,11, .-. . 1", ' . '"I;"'', "ut for
Lu^ijerinent VIII the percent of secondary'' aiiiiues lo given as 54;
^?i^hich is probably an experimental error since such a large dif-
ference is found to exist only in th:- determination of t/v _ -
cent of secondar;' ajrdnes.
I": r.-; be concluded therefore that the piaseous volume or
-pressure h-i s had no influe,,..;. ..pon the ^ c:, .rran^ement i.i:
,
t'velve hours heatin;^ at 2'^0-30^' , M^hich is the average time of
heating in the Hofmann rearrangement.
j7 ^ Influence p f .-.the Variable ^J^SL'^'^^J^tuTfi PrPJl jthe Rear ran/^^enent
.
As already noted for exr>eriirent s 1 ,11
,
IV, VIii , d.a IX a va.r-
ation in temperature bet
-.'e en rb>0 a-i... .CO" has no influence
greater than experimental' err,or on the percents of primary and
secondar^^ amines. In the case of the tertiar""- amines a vari:' 1:
influence appear b ^j^l-^ present, vbich hc-zever may be due to
the experimental err of* claused by the blue dye being present. The
«
ravie-' of these e-per inent^^e'-rns tc "-arrant t/: statement tb:-,t
changes of temperature be t Areen ;.;U0 and 250'- ate of little influ-
ence upon the rearrangement. Experiment IV -.'hich appears t^. ' e
an erccepti r-n to this ccnclus.V. -- 1 • y - cl. . :
arra.ifeieuiexxt in this experiment is due not to the temperature
at to the time effect as previousl.v stated.
Increases from '^50°to 300° demonstrates cle.i.ri l,..c/. :c .i.,c: -
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^J-l-J^- .^^ 't^
.^
g yiairi vari.Vi-.le i_o tre Ho fearm Eearran yemei't . 'i'.
is ... ^Decause . cents ^..^ii"^ .iinii;'; - / .
from a constc:.iit Value of 20/o to the variable values 49 51,
^Q;' resr ec tivelj- for three, foijr,anr'. si-r hours heatin,':^; at SO^J*^
.
...-jlx-- the secondary amines 'ridY^ s..- similar f... ..
constant value of 60; to the varying values 7,il,an(l lOfo re-
spectively for the sar'-.e e:q:'eriir.er:ts
. Jinallj'' the tertiar,-^ amines
Iiavs increased fxo:.: .^Ycrat:e value of 22/^ to the markeu var -
ing values c^ 38, 39, and 5C;. respec tivel:/ for the same experi:.
.
j7 Formcition pj; Phenyl Trimethyl Ai:ii-ionium Chloride in th-^
Bomb Experiments «
The h^rpothesi ? 3dr-^-c?c!. In tY'^ thesis ~« •; th-^ me c:-. is:.
;.f t:ie xiofmann Rearrangement ae^hO-ua^ the.,: i. order to rearrai:;
meth '1 aniline hj^drochlcride
,
phenyl trimeth '1 ammonium chlor-
ide must first " : formed sine- -^hi.? i?. ^ ^..^..i..i.J. which is
postulated as rearranging. Th analytical data of Summaries l
and II in comhination with thf-- veight of the -vater extr.g.cts of
the bo:... .ntent-^ -^^ords ::.0'thod of determining t.ic- p^.rcent-
af-e of the phenyl trimethyl ammonittwv chloride formed in each e.:-
perim^ent. It also offers a means of ji^stif^^ing the interpreta-
tio--' deduced from Summar;,- II
, 1 tno,:, one ^..riiik^r, ' amine is
aniline, the secondary amine is methyl anili:;. the tertia..:
amine is aniline.
T.'.e
-.vcittJi extract of tne boEib contents is ms.de of phen
trimeth;^l ammonium chloride and t. hydrochlorideEof the prlma.ry
sec'j-'-d^r tertiary amines . '..'his is true vhetl .
suVst..ncfc3 have been formed during th- rearrangement, since tir-
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initial ether extract "/culd remove all other cl .sses of
C'^Uj. «und3,
.
lo. ic.xi.-ea ^cre, excepting the salts vi'
organic bases pince onl:.^ the latter are insoluTDle in ether under
the con itions of th-^ experiments. Since tho 'veights of th?
sulphon7l derivatives of the prir: ' secondary amines, axid
the free tertiarj^ amines are given in each eicperiment and since
Surams.r-^ II gives stro'- evidence that the priiiiary anin- is
aniline, the seconder/ -iodine methyl aniline, ana the tertiary
-•:jiiine dimethyl aniline at least for experiments I , II , III
,
IV, VIII
:i.n;: IX, their wei£:hts as h--drochlor ides ma;,- he calcul^tea as
follov/s:-
(a) For primary amines
i'.Iolecular Wei ght of Anilir; . . . drochloride ~ Ij^2.'^0 . 5
5
./Jolecular Weight of Aniline Sulphonyl Derivative' 233
(h) For secondar-' -urines
.
olecular "'.vei^ht of ..Ieth:.'l Aniline E.-^drochlor ide
-I^rO.SS
-'.olecular "^Veij^ht of 'lethr'l Anil in? Sulphonyl Derivative "'^47
(c) Por tertiary amines
r.Iolecular Y."ei.:-:ht of Dinieth;.a Aniline H^-drochlor ide - 151 - 1 . 30
Llolesular Weight of Dimethyl Aniline ~ I,'::l
or
ivlol .wt
.
)Dimeth-^lariinotrimeth--l henzene HCl - 199 - I . ~
Tel .V/t
. u, y Diiiiethylaminotrimeth '"l Lenzene ~ 1 ""'^^
13 - means of these fractions and data of the experiments
the weights of the hydrochloride? of th- primar-'-, seco - r^r .r.-''
tertiary ai:;ines are calculate.', thus;
(a) Prima.ry amines
Weifht of Sulphonyl Derivative A - .oo r -'t . of Hydrocxaori It
; Seconda^ i.: es
\Veight of Sulphonyl Derivj.tive . . 3C = V/t . of Hydrochloride
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vc) Tsrtiary amines
^''ei.-^ht of 'rertiary Amines /a. . 30 = T. " ci H;"d;rocliloride
or
V/eif.i'.t of Tertiar:^ Ar.iines)(j- . 22 = V/t . of .'^yLroCi.loride
results are given in Suiraru^ir:^ III
.
SuiiTJiiary Ill,
(2) (3)
Primary as Secondarj^ as Tertiary
-xpe r « ojiecK Anixin.e tJav1 An11 in e rdmeth^'-l
Ho . X'i • xiy (1r o-^i. 1 c e Hjrdroxide H^'-droxide
1 TX 1 •Or-. 4.69 ' I .90
O T 4.36 I .84
2 TJ. o <^ o<c •
--i 6.96 2.83
O o « xu 8.24 4 .13
3 TX X • ,0 5.37 I .32
o
f.-
T /i OX •4<: 5.39 1. 41
4 TX 2 33 6.72 1 .84
p O T Q 6 .32 2.45
I 3.80 0.61 3.02
o 3
. 34 0.45 2.35
6 I 4.^5 .99 3.07
2 4 .02 0.83 2,97
7 I 2.84 .72" 3,45
2 3.17 0.76 3.82
r,
o I 1 .47 3.47 0.96
2 I . 55 3.74 I .19
Q I I ..^3 3.48 1 .26
2 1 . 52 5.45 I .21
as
5
6
7
X
o
I
9
I
9
2 .83
2. II
2 .87
2 .79
3. -'^4
3.58
Tile second set of calculations for Experiments 5,6,7 liiarV ^
'
sterisi: calc^ji....t.eu ontne assumption tiis.t the tertiary tUiiinc
are (iT)rimethyl amino trirx^ethyl Toenzenes
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Sui:. of Primaries
Check Sec onda,r ies a,nd j.^.v,^ci'etical
!To . No. Tertiaries as Hydrochloride Percent of
Hydrochlorides i; ound I ouna
I I o . 3 8.46 97 •25
o / . 9U 8.30 9 . 4 4
I 13.54 91 .80
2 lo .48 16.39 94 . 36
3 I 9 .22 9,43 97 .79
o 9.23 9.29 99 . 35
I 10 .90 12. II 90 .01
2 IG .97 12.09 90 .07
5 I 7 .43 10.01 7-i .28
o G .1
5
8.53 72.09
6 I 8.31 9.81 84 .80
2 7 .82 8,9 3 87 . 59
7 I 6 .
9
8 .89 77'. 92
7 . 7 D 9.65 80 . 37
6 I 5 . 91 6 .91 85 . 55
6.49 7 .43 87 .39
9 I .98 6 . 27 99.95
O 8,19 S.IO lOI .IC
5* I 7.24 10 .01 72
.
2 5.91 8.53 59 .
I 8. II 9.81 83.
2 7.54 8.94 85.
7* I 3. SI S.69 ^^6.5
n 9. 65 78.
19 , Conclusions from Surmnar:; III .
In exTjeriments I, II, III, pn-^ 17 vident th :.t if any
phenyl trineth'. '1 arfiinoniuu.. o J.-.J. ^ r J. IS fori/ tf U J. O J- o i - C w c? ci. I' _l'
t-vi: til e error of the analytical results
,
nar.iely 6/1- a,nd is car-
tainlv negligif le in the interpretations 'vh i ch "'f ill f c? '' C' . T n
experiracnts IV ana VI x I the sum of the weights oi T-n - ir /'uro—
chlorides cf the. primar-
,
secondary, ^ tertiar;-'- av.ini:s eCj_ual
only 90) of the 1 1al wa,t er extrac t a - ; : t 'YOU Id
at leas t four percent of phen;-! tr ime tii^.-
1
aniiioniuiii cnloride was
present in the Ironib. This however is ver~y questionable for e;-._^ -
iinent Vlli
,
especially in the ligh t of cert9.in irregulcirities
iT'Cfor e noted in the percentage of secondary a^niines. It is pos-
sinle tl'iat th? higher tenperature used in era erirnent IV m:?,; - he- v.
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i;roc!i;ced a sTiall ainount of pherr-l trimeth^'l ar'-::ionii:-n cMcride,
in conclusion it appears fron the present clj.t... t^tici/t the.
amount of quaternary compound formed for all exi:erirnents at or
-elov "30^ is within the exj 1 error, t" Etc cur....,
f Lhe present work it niay he stated that no phen^ 1 trineth:,"!
ammoniun: chloride is forred in these experiments.
In experiiaents V, VI, and VII the a-i^^ --•-•aio c«uV,:...C'-. ' uc.i^.:,,
that the quaternary compound shall he formed in the homh since
the tertiarjr amine is not dime ':. niline . It does not follow
ho'vever t'rat tli'- phenyl trimethyl ammonium chloride v/ill L-e
found at tl:? end of thr^ experiment since it ma.y rearrange a,t the
moment of foriiiation in these experiments. But if rearrangemer:'-
has actuall:- taken place it ib .^q....^_- ^..^s-^i.-lo tnc.o upon cool-
ing the homh a temperature ma;'- he pi.ss, Jough ^t which the
quaternar^^ compound irir: r for,r,-, hut not rearrange. SuniiiJ^ir, III &;
that upoi: eiti'ei' n. t
.
^pxe tu,tion as 'U; che nature of tcrtiax,
amines that qua,ternary compounds mus present in amounts
varying frcr.i 1 3 to 50<.
20 i'^entific&.tUin o_f the Indivi dual^ Amin e s lormed in Each
hx^
_c- r ime nt .
The identification of the individual amines in each experi-
ment Li-i: seem at first thought an a.lm.ost endless ta.sk. The rer"^
Scitisfactor;- method of separating ifferent classes of ..:..inc;
advanced in this thesis has greatly si:.aplified this problem. .".
this method tl'ieir separation has heen made rossihle h ' ouanti-
tative chemical reactions r/ ther tl.- .: " "uhe lahorious physic .:
methods of fractional crystallization or distillation ^vhich

lOI
-iofiv^r'.nr was forced to cib^.ndL. . . ' littlp ad-
The identification of the individual aiTiines in :;. given clas
however, can onl:^ te effected at present Irr these physical
methods. Of the physic c frac t^ y ^.lizatx ^j.. is
to Toe greatly preferred hence the use of the crystalline sul-
phon^^l derivatives in the quantitative separation of the differ
eiit classes of aj;:in8s.
As discussed under the conclusions from Sv.mrr0.T-/ II. it is
evident that the pr irii£>.r:'' an.ine is analine, "/hich r:ia:v possibi -
be irJ-xed with a quantity of other prir/iar:'- amines too small to "b
detected h-^r the analytical data for the present experiments.
Siniilarl tlie secondary amine is meth/l aniline aiid therefore
the tertiary aiidn? is dimethyl aniline for all experiments belo
250"-'. If these ccnclusioi.s are correct the melting points of t:.
original crystalline- -produe t f pri-.:. ..,.;inad before cx^o...^l
ization should he close to that for the monosulphonyl derivativ
of a.niline and similarly that for the secondary amines close to
that for the suli.hon;.'l deriv; tive th,-l aniline. Summary IV
gives the data for these melting points. It should be pointed
out here however, that the procedure for the separation of the
different classes of amines wii:. cog.- of :ther solubl
"arry impurities to be left in the secondary amine fraction.
Unfortunat^^ly rc cr-^^-s tall ire derivative cf -^h - t-rti
s ...re f .._';..ec.. 1- Ci.ese experiments and the separation ana iden-
tification of the individual members must be accomplish^
x'ract;oi.al distillation, or b- their trans forir;at ion ':
salts of chloroplatinic ac
, f i^.c tionally cr -stal"
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izv.. . ......7 wV.jecticns " . f ""•-re:'', t- "ri^ 1 " c • . Ho"'ever
the t^lue dye forinatiori is a, specific teao lox trut presence of
dimethyl anilins, whic}: is so important in the suTD.etantiation
of tr.e iiypothesis advanced for this rearran^f^^ment . Ti^r.-; rrill
not suffice to determine the presence or ahsence of other ter-
tiary amines for this thesis.
Pr elininar:-.' ".leltin^-; Points on Qrif'^inai Producjt tejfpre
C rys tall i zat ion.
1,1) Pm.iar:/ Sulphonyl Derivn.t ives .
Fxpt, Sinters Softens laelts jneniarks
1 900 lOI 103.5^
2 82 93 lOO-l'^
3 60 90 99-100
4 82 91 lOO-I^
5 80-90*^ Product ver" sticky and not
6 80-90^' dried out to a powder q--^
7 80-90° the porous plate.
8 95 99 104.5^
9 85 93 Q9,0^
EXTDt .
{'^) Secondary Sulphonj"! Derivatives.
Fei'-arks .Kg. Sinte rs Softens Llel ts
I :o 59 73-74^
(~ C2 70 71-72?
3 60 68 71-
-°
4 60 65
5 60 65 70- 7x-
7 55 70
6 55 69 75-76*^
9 65 71 74-75^
Soi:--. error in lat'eling
,
caused
sticky on porous plate
Initial product cil, . -
and the results cannot he recorded, but certainly/ the"" would "fe
idertical --vith the. other two -j->:_t-eriments at 30u'^.
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21 .ConcJLusjicins /r oni iy»
The ehiivior of the sulphonyl derivatives upon melting is quite
chara-ctc ristic . The:^ uniforFil-^ show a rns^rked sintering to a
sn:all core at .:, teiiiperature several degrees "below their tru?
j.ielting point followed "hy a softening;; to a viscous opaque mss
'vhich clings to the sides of cne Lielting point tuToe. This r.-^;.ss
however, shows a sudden clearing at a definate temperature 'vhic
is the true capillar;'- melting point since the product hecomes
liquid and collects in the Lottom of the tuhe. This cnuracter-
istic hehavior mav accoun; in part for the great vtiriet^'' of
melting points reported for such derivatives in the literature.
For exsjrple the raonosulphonyl deriva.tive of aniline is reported
as melting at I0<!^
,
105^
,
110°
,
112^
. Recent work in this labor-
atory* ha.s shown ti".at this derivative melts ver;/ sharpl;- .it
109.3*^ (corr.) after cr.vstallization one cj. ii.ore times fr^,... -..i,
-
lute alcohol. Methyl aniline sulphonyl derivative when simila.r-
ly purified, ruelts 3-t 7^^ (corr.).
in the light of the chiiracteristic ' -hc-,vioi- ox' . s :
derivatives upon melting and the great variation in th^^ reporte
melting points the datp' ir SuimTiar' - IV is sufficientl ,' accurate
to ••arrent the following eonclusicns :-
( a ) The pr imar : ' amine in exp e r imen t s I , II , j. II , IV , VI 1 1 and
IX is aniline, v/hich must cont-rln ver ^ little impurities since
its melting point falls v/ithii. the range of th?,t observed loy
previous investigv-.ticns . This conclusicn is further supporte..
l"." th fact th.at upon mixing equal quantities :,f /lCx ; x
sulphonyl derivative with carefully purified monosulphonyl der-
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irat iv.- ilirje meltin. 3 mixturce melte-
at a temperature; iii-tefaiedat betweentmt e.;ivpn in SuMncLr^, xv xux
the given prima.rr aniine fraction and 109. 3*^.As long experience
has shown if the sulphon:"! derivative, of pr ir.t.r;^ araine cor-
tained appreciable quantities of the sulphonyl derivatives of
other primarv amines the admixture with pure derivative of
aniline would have lowered the- i'Oint "below that giver:
in Summi-r.; IV fo:- the particular derivative since the proportion
of thf^ prirrar-'- a.i;iine derivatives would Y-e change
(h) The secondary ai.diiC fraction consists only of the sul-
phonyl derivatives of methyl aniline together with small amountb
of t,::rr" inaterial as v/ill he shown later. The tarry ma.terial
causes the difference in lueltin,;. point from 79° o"b served m
Suiiiiaar; I"^/ for: the secondary derivatives. This conclusion is
apparently true for all tr- experiments even those where the
heating was carried cut at 300O . This mght appear to he the
natural conclusion since methyl a.niline hydrochloride was the
starting mterial for all experiments.
(c) Since the nature of priroarjr and secondary amines has
heen estehlished, the analytical data of Sumruar;,'- II together
with tre blue d"e formation makes it fa.irl;- certain th > "'r
onl;"- tertiary amine present is dimethyl aniline foE experiments
I, II, III, IV, VIII, and IX.
In order to further suhstanti .,.x- th. nature of primar;'- anr
secondar:' amines and to determine if possible the presence of
other prima.r,'- ar:ines than a.niline anci secondary am.ines thai:
to 10^- tho different sul-
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In previ^.U6 e.-.x criL>entQ alcohol wa.s fuund tc . ....^ s c
gatisfactor: solvent fo:: "h.-^ crystallization of tiic sulphonyl
derivatives of aromatic amines. It possesses tre speci.al advan-
t:\-\- that gradual dilution -it.. i;.<.G^i i.^cuv^. b possible a very ex-
tended fractionation, as '^'e]." as possessing the ordinary atri-
"butes 0-^ a good solvent for crysta,llization . The nethc:^, follov/-
ed in general was to dissolve "by warrang t.vo gra*.;« ^f i^^c su.1-
phon^a derivatives in five cubic centimeters of ordina,ry alcjohol
The so"" r r cooled •••r''^ if" cr*; nt?.ls separated they were
filtered, washed and dried. This was usually the case with sul-
phonyl derivatives of the secondary' amines. If no cr-,-stals sep-
arated upon cooling, vfater was -dc'^d gradually until ^ - : : .
ia,ble pj.^ecipitate was obtained v/hieh was redissolved bv wariaing
.
The solution -ms allowed to cool spontaneously.^ when crvstalli-
zation result.- . jsu : " seeding or scratc/i.i: vit.:. a ^xd
was necessar- to start thf^ c!_ llization. The crystals wer.
filt-red an'^ washed carefull^/- witb small amounts of a ndxture
of eciUc;.! ptats of alcohol . vater -fter dryi...„ .vc;^. ^..^
by the ordinar^' capillary method usii.g ti e open beaicer of sul-
phuric ac i d as the bath a.nd a stirrer. A second fraction was
usually obtained V/ diluti:.,, coli' filtrate frc \ ...
crystallization with /'ater until a precipitate was obtained.
This pr'^'Cipitate was redissolv ' warming p.r.d allo'"*^'' to cr---
stallize. la the case of the sulphonyl dtriVc.tives of che sec-
ondar-" amines when this dilution was made to obtain t.ie second
fraction, usual]" a small a:-":iTt -.^c
after dissolving the precipitate by wariidnfe--, w/icn v/as separated
decar.taticn . As previously' noted this - . laterial axpears
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tc cause of '•h-- low cielting points i^.. : r i
-
seconclar derivatives before crr^stwJlizatici- , since a single
cr-st8.11izaticn in which 75 to 90f^ of the original charge *'/as
recovered, cause, 1 a uniform increase in the r>»lcixio i-^:^nt of* _
pure sulphon^/l derivative.
The data for the melting points of tlie derivatives foreach
experiment after on^ crystallisation of tad sa-.^pie i.-t.^ t"-'o
fractions are given in Suroniary V together vith the percentar
each fraction of the initi?",.l c}-?..rge.
Sumiar;^ V
.
Liclting inj: s^AJlt e r_ Qij^_C r2:^stalii zatlor^-
U ) •Px'ii'-'ar:^ Sulihon^'-l Derivatives.
Sinters- Softens Llelts neLitirksIxpt
.
I- ract ion of
llo
.
Prim.:--r:','-
1 1 50)
I o
2 I
3 I 65^
3 o
4 n"J.
4 O
5
I
6 T
6 2
7 I
7 o
C I
e p
9 I
Q 2
104.5° 107.5^ 109.3^
104.0 105.0 109.0
98.0 100 .0 10 5 .0
90.0 ^ ci .0 105 .0
lOI .0 104 .0 TO - .5
104 .0 106.0 X u 7 .
104 .0 106.5 106.3
Lost "by ac
I(, . , i ,. . 107 .0 I. cident

lev.
(2) Secondary Sulplic.:; 1 Derivc^.tives
.
Fraction Percerit Sinters Softer.s -
1. . LTuml:. e r Seconcl-
ar-'"
I I 80 75" 7 7 78
I 2 1
5
72 75 76
2
I 80
I7
60 75 78
3 I 20
3 p 20 70 73 74 .
4 I ^0 70 7 6 78
4 p
^ I 74 76 77 .
5 2
C I
6
7 I -^5 75 7S.5 77 .
7 2 50 70 74.5 7c.
8 1. 75 7 5 77 78
8 2
9 I 70 72 75 7 7
9 2 25 7i
bath.
Conclu-oions j'rp iii Sui.£iUj;'^ V_
.
The melting points of the first and second fractions 01 ':.
sulT^hcn/'-l deriva.tives of the prin-u:iry a,r,une for e.^roerirents 1,1.
Ill, IV, VIII and IX she conclusivelv thcit at le^LSt ninty per-
cent of these derivatives is the. pure sulphonyl derivative of
anili::e, since a sinyle crystallization fror. alcohol of the
crudr. derivatives has given products which differ on the ave.-
from the nelting point of the pure sulphonyl derivative of
aniline l'^ two decrees. In th^:^ case of experiments V,VI,andVII
the nain product of the prin^ir.;' amine fraction must still he
aniline (see Suinjiiarj'" il), hut the grea.t difficult-* encounter:
1 -^tenpt to crystallize the priinarv sulphonyl derivative;
"O',- the. method descrihe:' ahove and the fact ' -^ir crude
melting points were "between 80 an 90° she's CQrclusiv-^y

lOb
to accomplish. tliorou^^,ii purification but a sing3.e crys 'callizatioii
from dilute alcoliol "bjr allowing t]n» alcohol to spontaneous!,
evaporate from the solution gavo t.xj i^.oloix.^, points recorde''
Suimnar:/ V.
T'-^ "-.elting points of t:- first and second fractions of the
sulpnonyi derivatives of t^ic aecondarj?- aiiiines for every exper-
iment sho conclusively that at least nint • percent of these
derivatives is the pure sulphonyl derivative of nieth-'l aniline,
since s. single crystallization fror. -rc,^-'. ' th? crude der-
in melting points
ivatives has given products differing^c: the average froia ti'd
pure sulph.on-'-l derivative of lueth-'l aniline ' t /c degrees.
Th.us t-.e conclusion as to nature o^^ the prim;,r;/ and secon-
dp.r^' drawn froiii Surrirriar ies III an'^ IV is again proven to he true
for at least nint^^ -^i^rcent c--. total products of these frac-
tions, .-.r. ' .hviously are true for entire fraction for ever-"
ex~eriiaent except possihl-'- for t; e priroDrv amines of experiments
V, VI ar VII .
liici tertiary a.mines for ?_11 experiments in which, the hlue
f o;^-'at • r = note-' j:n th - li.^^ht of th ? anal ticai data
of Summary III and Wi. facts advcxced alove, :.:ust he m
dimethyl aniline. The tertiar-^ airdnes in the case of experiments
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tlue dye was foriaed, have not "been f'lu-ther ixivestigated at
I^reserxt tut 'vill u in t're near future.

no
25. The Mechanism of the Hofmann Rearrangemejit_.i:or__]i^^
Aniline Hydrochloride,
The hypothesis advanced in the theoretical part of this thes:
necessitates the change of methyl aniline hydrochloride into
dimethyl aniline hydrochloride and aniline hydrochloride ae the
first step in the rearrangement .That this is thecase is proven
by the foregoing eacperiments discussed under Summaries II, III,
and IV.
In experiments one, two, four, eight, and nine the same percen
age of primary, secondary, and tertiary amines were present^ndepei
dent of the variation of the temperature between the limits
200—250°;of the time of heating betv/een the limits tv;o and
forty eight hours; and of the volumes of the bomb tubes between
the limits 75 and I50°°«The8e experiments show conclusively tha
one is dealing with equilibria between primary, secondary, and
tertiary amines and possibly the quaternary amine below the
temperature of 250° dt certainly is not probable that such equi
libria would be independent of the temperature, as would appear
from the analytical data.The explanation of this seeming contra
diction becomes clear however when one considers that each
bomb upon cooling must pass through the same temperature.- chang-
es 80 that finally a temperature is reached at which the hydro-
ohlorideg of the amines are no longer appreciably dissocated.
At this temperature which must be the same for all experiments
the equilibria proportions of primary, secondary, and tertiary
amines and possibly quaternary compounds become fixed by the
formation of the solid hydrochlorides and the quaternary com-
pound*

III.
Duplicate e3q)eriments which were caxried out by heating
pure phenyl trimethyl ammonium chloride at 220-250°for tv/elve
hours demonstrate conclusively that this product is dissociatec
into dimethyl aniline and methyl chloride since the bomh open-
ed with decided pressure due to the escape of methyl chloride*
An oil was recovered by direct ether extraction which upon dis-
tillation distilled constant at I90°proving it to be dimethyl
analine The percentage of this product was 28^showing that the
quaternary compound was dissociated to the extent of 39,15^,
It is obvious that free amine bases could only be obtained if
the quaternary coirgpound dissociated methyl chloride.Another ex-
planation appears at first possible namely that the chlorine
atom of the quaternary compound has rearranged to the ring .But
if this was the case hydrochlorides of the tertiary amines
would have been formed which could not have been extracted frorc
the bomb with ether, as was actually the case in the duplicate
e3q)eriments •Hence this second possibility must be abondoned,
A third and final possibility might be that the phenyl tri-
methyl ammonium chloride has rerranged the methyl group into
the ring.But if this had been the case the hydrochlorides of
tertiary amino alkyl benzenes would have been produced which
could not have been extracted with ether .Thetr" absence was
further proven by making the aqueous layer alkaline after this
first ether extraction and again extracting with ether when
only a trace of an oil was obtained. The absence of such terti?
ary amines is further excluded by the fact that the above men-
tioned oil boiled at 189°.Obviously no rearrangement has taken
place at 220-230°^
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The condition in the boxribB for these experiments is there-
fore illustrated hy the following equilibrium;
Hie?. r^'^'^i
. ^c ^
These duplicate experiments prove conclusively that methyl
chloride can be dissociated from the aminic nitrgen atom
con-
taining a methyl group and a chlorine atom, and that methyl
chlo
ride roust be the methylating agent in experiments one to nine
with methyl aniline hydrochloride. This fact substantiates
Hofma,rin's explanation of the methylating agent in the Hofmann
rearrangement, as do the well known facts that the alkyl group
may be substituted upon the aiuinic nitrogen atom by alkyl
halides.
Another set of duplicate experiments was carried out by
heating phenyl trimethyl aininonium iodide under the sajne con-
ditions. In these experiments the bombs opened without pressure
as would be expected since methyl iodide is a liquid at ordin-
ary temperature. Upon diluting the contents of the bombs with
water an oil separated as was the case with phenyl trimethyl
ammonium chloride.
A thorough examination of the bomb contents of these ex-
periments with phenyl trimethyl ammonium chloride and iodide
is nov; in progress.
These duplicate experiments together with the well known
facts that amine hydrochlorides readily dissociate hydrochlor-
ic acid upon heating to high terr^eratures furnish the necess-
ary data for a thorough interpretation of the reactions taking
.0/
/
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place in experiments I. II, IV, VIII and IX. The condition of the
contents of the boiribs during these experiments is illustrated
by the following equilihria:-
C W.
Obviously upon cooling each bomb the equilibria are driven
to completion in the direction of the four solid chlorides at
the temperatures where they no longer undergo appreciable dis-
sociations according to the above scheme.
Summary III shov*rs, however that the percentage of quater-
nary amine formed in these experiments is not greater than six
percent on the average which falls within the limits of accur-
acy of the analytical data. An attempt will be made in the near
future to isolate the phenyl trimethyl ammonium, chloride which
remains in the alkaline solution after extracting the prim-ar^/,
secondary and tertiary amines with ether in order to prove the
presence of this compound beyond the possibility of a doubt.
In the light of the above established facts and the analy-
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tical data obtained for exp-erinients V, VI, and VII the equi-
libria and non-reversible reactions established within the
bonibs are as follov/s:-
"0=^
0:
3
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Since no blue dye was formed in experiments V, VI, and VII
the amount of dimethyl aniline hydrochloride remaining when
the bomb was opened was practically negligible. Further it can
not be definately stated at this time how many of the non-re-
versible reactions of the above scheme took place in these ex-
periments. But certainly the non-reversible reaction giving
para-toluidin must have occured since tertia,ry amines other
than dimethyl anilin were formed in the amounts stated in
Summaries I and II,
E^eriment IV illustrates the unique case in which an appre
ciable amount of the rearrangement of the phenyl trimethyl
ammonium chloride has occured and in which a large quantity
of dimethyl aniline is still present. This must be due to the
fact of the long continued heating (96 hours).
It remains for future e3q)erimentation to completely estab-
lish this last series of non-reversible reactions, and to de-
termine the exact ten^eratures of rearrangem:ent of phenyl
trimethyl ammonium chloride and of the dissociation of the
various amine hydrochlorides.
The data given in the above discussion offers strong con-
firmation of the correctness of the hypothesis of the Hofmann
Rearrangement put forth in this thesis.
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